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Dear Mr Lennon ,
Re:

Draft Planning and Design Code - Phase 3 (Urban Areas} - October 2019

The Adelaide Plains Council has reviewed the draft Code documentation as to the alignment of the
allocated Code provisions to this Council's existing Deve lopment Plan zone and other provisions and
has determined that there are many issues relating to the adequacy of the Code in reflecting the
current planning policy settings.
In addition, Council has a number of more substantive issues, among which include the Code's
presentation and consultation, the lack of local policy content and the rushed, in Council's opinion,
nature of its implementation.
These have been set out in the attached Council Submission Table, divided into three main parts as
followsA.

P&D Code - general matters

B.

Adelaide Plains - key issues

C. Specific Zone I Overlay matters
Council endorsed the substance of this submiss ion at its general meeting held on Monday 24
February 2020.
Overall, the submission is critical of many elements of the Code system but Council is willing to work
with the Commission and provide assistance where it is able to ensure that the issues identified that
directly affect its area and the broader Code issues raised are appropriately reviewed, addressed and
tested prior to the Code's implementation.
If you wish to discuss or require any further clarification on the points raised in the submission,
please feel free to contact me at the Two Wells office on 8527 0200.
Yours sincerely,

Rob Veitch
General Manager- Development and Community

a pc.sa.gov.au

Adelaide Plains Council

Planning and Design Code Consultation

28 February 2020

Council Submission Table
Code subject

Issue

Recommendation

It is virtually impossible to properly and thoroughly identify the impact on Council's Development Plan
of the new Code provisions in the limited time provided in the consultation period.

Recommendation

A. P&D Code general matters
A.1

Quality of draft released for
consultation and
consultation period

The Code runs to some 3,000 pages and without the benefit of the new ePlanning system by which to
interrogate how the provisions fit and integrate with each other, the task of providing meaningful and
detailed comment on the draft Code within the consultation timeframe is not achievable.
It is pointed out that this Council has very limited planning resource and staff cannot undertake the
exhaustive review of such a large and unwieldy document within the time made available. It is a very
time-consuming task and, as the Code has not been presented in its intended electronic format, the
search through the multiples of pages to try and locate the 'connections' between the existing
Development Plan policy and how the Code will accommodate this is impractical. It is not an easy
document to interpret.
Moreover, Council is very critical of the time provided for Councils to digest the information, to
determine the consequences for local planning policy and to identify ‘gaps’ or errors in the draft
released. The Code represents a dramatic change to the planning rules, a far more radical overhaul of
the planning system than has been undertaken for decades, and one that adopts a very different
approach to the way planning policy is expressed and how development assessment is to be
exercised. The consultation process should have better acknowledged this fact and should have
engaged with local government and the community in a far more pragmatic manner to ensure greater
understanding of what is being implemented. The consultation period was just not long enough to
satisfy the importance of comprehending such a major revolution in our planning system.

The consultation process must be extended with an
updated release of the Code incorporating the changes
recommended below, and must take place concurrent
with the availability of the proposed ePlanning system.
Should the Commission not agree to the ‘formal’
consultation period being extended, Council asks that it
be engaged ‘informally’ to assist in any matters that arise
from its review of Phase 3 submissions.
That the Commission clarifiy the process, procedure and
opportunity for the identification and correction of errors
after the close of consultation on the draft Code,
understanding the importance for all critical issues and
errors to be corrected prior to the implementation of the
new Code.
As demonstrated in a number of the matters listed
below, Council is willing to provide assistance to ensure
that issues are appropriately resourced, reviewed and
tested prior to its implementation.

A thorough policy-by-policy tracking between the existing and the new has not been carried out
because of the enormity of the task. Even the Department admits that the Code is still not complete
and that there are errors and inconsistencies in the text and the mapping. Reliance on limited Council
staff resource (in country Councils in particular) to identify these and provide corrections in the context
of their own Development Plan is not realistic.
The consultation on the draft Code should have commenced only when the online system has been
completed and is functional not only to enable live testing but also to provide the true context of the
Code and its intended operational use. This will give a better understanding of how the Code ‘fits
together’, identifies categorisation of development and relevant assessment policies and, generally,
how the system is to be navigated. The paper-based draft release of the Code is difficult to wade
through and to understand the connections and relationships within the Code structure (eg between
the zones/subzones/Overlays/general/TNVs) as to what policy applies and how an assessment could
be undertaken. This degree of complexity makes the Code difficult to interpret and therefore impedes
the level of understanding about what the Code is all about and how it is to work in practice.
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Code subject

Issue

Recommendation

It is also pointed out that a Phase 3 Update Report containing some 2,000+ pages was released in late
December 2019 which has created an additional resource burden on Council in trying to integrate both
the original consultation draft and the revised material to make some sense of where the changes have
occurred and to determine firstly, whether these are material to his Council, either negative or helpful
and secondly, whether a submission needs to be made accordingly.
Being released just before Christmas and during a period when many Councils close down until earlymid January, the Update Report has been more of a complication, time-wise, than an opportunity to
cross-reference and check the revisions made and how these may affect Council’s submission. The
limited time remaining and staff resources has meant that this document has not been examined in
detail.
Council understands via feedback from Phase 2 Councils that a number of Code zones may be altered
to reflect the rural or township characteristics of the country environment. Apparently, as part of this
discussion it seems that a new Neighbourhood Zone may be created that would better reflect the low
density forms of residential development occurring within regional townships. Council has only become
aware of this information via discussions with staff from Phase 2 Councils and, given the concurrent
time of the consultation stages of Phase 2 and 3 of the Code, it is extremely difficult for Council to
provide comment on draft policies when it is understood that they will be changed via the Phase 2
process and have not been released for review. Council questions this process as it is unaware of what
other changes may be proposed and, importantly, how these could influence the content of this
submission. But, we are not unable to provide meaningful comment on these late changes.
Given the complexity of the task involved and the limited timeframe for Councils to pick up on every
issue, the fundamental conclusion reached by Council is that there will be a critical need for a thorough
‘after service’ process to be implemented to deal with not only the consultation responses but also the
many additional and valid issues, errors and omissions that will be identified after the consultation
closing date. It is important that these matters are also addressed prior to the implementation of the
new Code
A.2

Terminology of zone names

The Code introduces zone names that are, in a rural/regional context, bewildering and are out of place
with established standards of zoning commonly found elsewhere. Planning authorities, the community
and the development industry are all familiar with current zone names and their intended function, so
why change these for no practical planning/land use reasons?

Recommendation
The zone naming convention to revert back to familiar
terminology currently used in the SA Planning Library.

Everyone can relate to the purpose of a residential or a town centre or an industry zone. So why has
the Code created new zone names without any underlying justification or explanation as to the
rationale? Why is it important that the terminology be turned on its head?
Some examples of the new terms v current terms include • Suburban Neighbourhood Zone v. Residential Zone
General Neighbourhood Zone

• Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone v. Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
• Suburban Employment Zone v. Light Industry Zone
Commercial Zone

• Township Activity Centre Zone v. Town Centre Zone
Township Main Street Zone

Adelaide Plains Council
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Code subject

Issue

Recommendation

The introduction of these unfamiliar terms is confusing and will complicate matters when dealing with
the public and applicants. It is apparent that the names have been generated with a metro-centric
mindset and do not respect regional areas by promoting such terminology.
The use of descriptive and traditional names for zones has worked in this State and elsewhere for
many years, and Council does not understand the motivation for adopting unfamiliar (and metrocentric) names for no apparent good reason.
A.3

Format and presentation

Inconsistent terminology and formatting is found throughout P&D Code. Also there are important gaps
in the policy expression, eg variables for AHD levels, lot size/frontage and setbacks, overlay
anomalies/definitions etc are missing.
Also, the presentation of the consultation draft leaves much to be desired. Not only are there gaps in
the policy data but it is also impossible to be guided through the entire document in light of 

no effective page numbering either the document as a whole or, alternatively, within the
individual modules



the numbering of the PO and DTS/DPF provisions within the Tables still seems very random



no headers giving module name



the confusing way in which the ordering of the zones has been carried out with multiple
assessment tables and policy statements and notifications etc.

Recommendation
The P&D Code must be thoroughly reviewed to reflect a
consistent terminology and formatting throughout the
Code and that all information is provided.
The Code needs to be rewritten to include page
numbering and headers for location purposes, if only for
genuine consultation/navigation purposes as per
recommendation in A.1 above in the absence of the
ePlanning system being available.

Council understands that in the ePlanning world this presentation is not likely to be an issue as the
computer just interrogates policy to where it is directed based on property ID, but in the absence of that
system during the consultation phase, it is frustrating to navigate the document efficiently or sensibly.
This makes it extremely difficult to know where you are or where you need to go, and this highlights the
underlying difficulty in trying to understand the Code without the ePlanning system being available in
parallel.
This review process is not helped when the presentation is not consistent, nor is it coherent with Table
header rows missing in some modules, pages either in landscape or portrait format (at random it
seems) throughout the total document, the titles of the modules not standing out at all making it
unusable to skim through to locate sections.
A.4

Implementation

Adelaide Plains Council

Phase 2 Councils were scheduled to be transferred to the new Code in April 2020 and the Phase
3 Councils (including Adelaide Plains) on 1 July 2020. However, it is noted that the Minister has
very recently announced that the PDI Act’s 1 July 2020 deadline will be extinguished to allow
more time for the implementation process. Consequently, these operative dates have been moved
back. Council is pleased that the Minister is taking this action.

Recommendation

Nonetheless, as the interactive ePlanning system is still not available as at February 2020, Council
does not believe that there is enough time for staff to be trained and to become familiar in the use of
that system (especially as Councils are expected to act as an 'agent' for applicants in lodging their
applications). With no training or education for users, there will be confusion, frustration and
inefficiencies. On the other hand, the potential resource impact on Councils for staff to be properly
trained, attend workshops and the like, will be immense and will need to be balanced with other
tasks and roles those officers also have.

The Commission needs to initiate a practical, Councilfocused training/education program to be undertaken in
regional areas, preferably in a hands-on small group
format. These sessions must be well executed and
resourced by DPTI and not just be a series of ‘on-line
training’ which has limitations.

Planning & Design Code submission

That the Commission delay the implementation of the
Code until the ePlanning System is fully operational, free
of errors and incorporates the Code in its entirety.
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Issue

Recommendation

Well organized and structured, hands-on practical training by DPTI personnel undertaken with
sufficient time for Councils to become well prepared in the use of the ePlanning system is a
minimum requirement in this regard.

Furthermore, to be useful and valuable, the training must
be undertaken well in advance of the e-system being
rolled out to ensure that it is thoroughly understood by
the practitioners who will be accessing and using
ePlanning.

Local government has not had any opportunity to access the online ‘e-system’, which is the key
foundation of the new Code world, in any meaningful, practical manner.
A.5

Standardised policy v. local
content

A key intent of the new Code is to standardise policy on a State-wide basis. This means that the
provisions apply across the board to all Councils. The structure of the Code leaves little opportunity to
incorporate the local policy that suits local needs.
Initially, Councils were afforded an opportunity to identify important local policy content that would be
beneficial to capture in the Code zones that would apply to their particular areas in line with the ‘likefor-like’ transition as per the Department’s original position. However, this policy conversion did not
occur.

Recommendation
The Commission needs to reconsider the structure of the
Code and identify a method for taking over current
valuable, constructive local policy content identified by
Councils into the content of the Code (NB: this issue is
covered in more detail in section B.2 below).

The one-size-fits-all approach results in policy gaps and the loss of local content and the potential for
'dumbing down' development outcomes, ones possibly not in the best interests of the community.
Whilst it is appreciated that a greater policy consistency across the board is advantageous, there still
needs to be scope for useful, well-designed local policy content to play a role where it leads to better
planning outcomes in the local area. A consequence of this are policy gaps and the loss of locallyfocused policy that is reflective of the diversity of local, especially rural, communities.
A.6

Notification

Notification requirements for some classes of development, as expressed in the Code zones, appear to
be onerous and have the effect of increasing the public notification of proposals beyond that which is
currently the case, for example, where the site of the development is adjacent to land in a different
zone. This wording would capture a dwelling or an outbuilding where, depending upon location, as
subject to notification where this is not currently the case at all (see Schedule 9 of the Development
Regulations 2008 where dwellings and outbuildings are classed as Cat 1 across-the-board). This leads
to a further cost, time delay and constraint in getting decisions on many development proposals, many
of which are likely to be of a routine nature.
There are other unforseen consequences across a range of zones where, for example, some forms of
shop, office, consulting room, light industry or buildings exceeding 2 building levels/9m in height may
be subject to notification in a centre-based zone whereas currently these are not expressly listed in
Schedule 9 as a trigger for notification (only a boundary site is affected).
Conversely, many other forms of development that are presently subject to notification will be exempt
in the Code zones, possibly to the concern of residents.
The approach taken as to how notification is triggered in the Code therefore needs to be revised so
that those land uses envisaged by the zone are free from any notification requirement and those land
uses not closely aligned with those envisaged uses are subject to notification so that the community
may have an opportunity to express their views. It is noted that the Commission’s Update Report
released late December picks up on this point and is prepared to address the issue. Council supports
this review of the notification tables.

A.7

Restricted Development

Adelaide Plains Council

It has been noted that the range of Restricted Development has been slimmed down considerably and
only relates, generally, to a handful of land uses/forms of development, unlike the non-complying lists
in existing Development Plan zones.

Planning & Design Code submission

Recommendation
There is a need to refine the wording for ‘site of the
development is adjacent land to land in a different zone’
so that it does not capture ‘benign’ (and, importantly,
residential-focussed) development.
There is also a need to better align notification with the
land uses envisaged in the particular zone so that these
can be excluded outright; and to enhance the list of land
uses not envisaged to give the community an
opportunity to express their views on development
proposals.
Council supports the Commission’s intention to review
the notification tables as expressed in the Update Report
released last December.

Recommendation
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Issue

Recommendation

There is a potential resource issue for Councils particularly smaller rural Councils in that, although the
Code policy framework may speak against certain types of development, in the new Code world, these
will be performance assessed and not prohibited in the first instance as non-complying development. If
Council refuses such development, there is then the prospect of defending the decision upon appeal to
the Court. This can involve substantial time and money costs which are not currently the case.
An allied concern of Council is the question whether, in the first instance, the performance assessed
provisions in the Code will be robust enough to refuse development that is not favoured in a zone, eg a
proposal for a store or warehouse in a residentially zoned area. These sorts of uses, currently under
the non-complying regime, are now to become potentially possible as they are not classed as
Restricted Development.

The Commission must review the Restricted
Development Tables in the respective Code zones with
an aim of extending the range of non-envisaged
development within particular zones.
Council has undertaken this exercise and has expressed
its views as to the relationship between the existing
zones’ non-complying lists relative to the proposed Code
zones’ Restricted Development and has made individual
recommendations accordingly within section C below.

This issue has not been addressed by the Department but it can place significant cost pressures on
local government as a whole and especially rural Councils, a cost that they do not necessary face with
the current system.
A.8

Unauthorised development

Another concern of Council is the probability that people who wish to build something will do so illegally
in the future because of the new Code provisions in electronically lodging an application, meeting the
enhanced standard of plans and information to be submitted, trying to 'manage' and interact with the
computerised system and the like. A consequence of this experience is that applicants, particularly
country people, will give up in frustration if it is made all too hard or expensive. They are more than
likely to go ahead and just build the structure leaving Councils with an added enforcement task. Again,
this places a resource penalty on country Councils especially who are already planning resource poor.

Recommendation

Council has expended significant resources in recent years to identify, quantify and refine the flood
prone characteristics of the Gawler and Light Rivers which have significant flooding impacts across the
southern part of the Council area and consequently on development potential.

Recommendation

This is a generic issue that needs to be considered by
the Department in setting up the ePlanning system with
an understanding that not everyone is computer literate.
There is a compelling need for the Commission to make
the application portal as user friendly (especially to the
‘layperson’ applicant) as possible to ensure that the
process is seamless, uncomplicated and intuitive.

B. Adelaide Plains key issues
B.1

Flooding / flood mapping

As a result, Council has incorporated into its Development Plan quite detailed and explicit flood
mapping and corresponding flood-related planning policies. Of considerable relevance to the planning
regime is the breakdown of flooding into High/Medium/Low Flood Hazard Risk Areas which have been
defined in the relevant Development Constraints maps. These areas form the basis of distinguishing, in
part, between acceptable and unacceptable development and the intent of the policy structure to
achieve satisfactory planning outcomes (including the non-complying forms of development).
However, the Code does not provide a breakdown of the High/Medium/Low flood areas nor does it
carry over the specific flood-related policies that address these areas. These all-important policies are
entirely absent from the Code which Council cannot accept.

The Commission create a separate Council-specific
Flood Overlay that is able to define the existing
High/Medium/Low Flood Hazard Risk Areas and draft
the corresponding Overlay policies on the basis of the
current flood related provisions, including identifying
where certain development should be listed as a
Restricted Development in the applicable Code zone.
Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.

Because of the significance of this issue, there is a need to continue the strong policy settings that
Council has developed over the years and has applied in the existing Development Plan. Accordingly,
Council recommends that the current policy structure relating to flooding and the identification of the

Adelaide Plains Council
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Issue

Recommendation

High/Medium/Low Flood Hazard Risk Areas must be transitioned over into the Code. This could be
achieved by a separate Council-specific Flooding Overlay which identifies the three category areas,
and corresponding flood policy, and thereby has the capability of more sensitively reflecting and
addressing the current position.
Allied to the recognition of the area’s flood characteristics and policy outcomes, it is also vital to carry
over existing PDCs 6 to 20 contained in the Hazards section of Council’s Dev Plan into the
recommended new Adelaide Plains flood overlay.
B.2

Existing local content

As highlighted in comment section A.5 above, Council is concerned that its local content in the current
Development Plan has been ignored in the transition to Code policy. Council understands that this is a
consequence of the Code structure which adopts a State-wide approach to planning policy which is not
tailored to incorporate individual Council circumstances in terms of the local variations that over time
have evolved through rigorous policy review and analysis as being desirable to achieve the land
use/development outcomes sought. All this work is to be lost.
One of the principal elements of the SAPPL has been the use of Desired Character statements and
Concept Plans (covered in more detail blow) to articulate and help support the development outcomes
sought within the zones/PAs. This material is very helpful as part of the assessment process but
cannot now be captured by the Code. Council believes this is a backward step, resulting in local policy
level nuances being dropped to the detriment of achieving sound planning decisions that reflect local
conditions and circumstances.

Recommendation
That Council be given the opportunity to review and
rewrite its current zone Desired Character statements,
including any worthwhile local variation PDCs, to assist
in guiding future development. These could be called
‘Local Area Planning Statements’ or ‘Zone Statements’.
Consequently, it is further recommended that the
Commission identify a means of incorporating these
statements into the Code structure, possibly as spatial
elements similar to the way character statements and
Concept Plans are being managed by the Code.

The recommendation in section A.5 above is that the Commission reconsider the Code structure and
format in order to make room for important local policy content that still fulfills a useful development
assessment purpose.
Councils should be given the opportunity to review and refine any Desired Character statements in
their Development Plans with the aim of providing a practical, to-the-point, precise statement of
planning purpose for a Code zone, that can be named (for example) a Local Area Planning Statement
or a Zone Statement. This can be a supplementary component of the Code and called up as a spatial
element in a similar manner as TNVs, character statements and Concept Plans are proposed to be
managed. Such a statement could also incorporate existing local variations expressed in zone PDCs
and the like where these serve a useful local policy purpose. This can provide a mechanism for local
policy to be firstly, expressed in the Code and secondly, to be called up to help performance-based
assessments for development proposals.
Council notes that the scope for this initiative has already been provided for in the Code by the
recognition of a Character Area Statement to articulate, essentially, desired streetscape characteristics
that are important to take into account when addressing development proposals. A similar concept can
be applied to desired local land use/development outcomes which would play a very similar role.
These Statements could be drafted for each applicable zone in order to add value to the Code policy
framework in a way that supports rather than compromises existing local policy without undermining
the integrity of Code policy. Council accepts that the existing local policy statements need to be
rigorously culled and rewritten to ensure that such a statement is policy focussed, readily understood
and highly relevant to achieving a clear development outcome. Council would be willing to undertake
this work and/or assist the Commission to achieve a sound outcome.

Adelaide Plains Council
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Recommendation

It is Council’s understanding of the PDI Act that such an initiative is not precluded by its provisions. As
there seems to be no statutory hurdle in allowing for a vehicle by which important local policy can be
expressed, adopting Council’s recommendation would be an advantageous enhancement of the Code
policy structure which helps overcome the criticism of the standardised, ‘one-size-fits-all’ nature of the
zones.
B.3

Concept Plan Maps

Council notes that the consultation draft of the Code contains a mechanism for recognising Concept
Plans through a policy reference in some Code zones as follows –
Development is compatible with the outcomes sought by any relevant Concept Plan
contained within the Concept Plans Technical and Numeric Variation Overlay.
The Concept Plans themselves are located in Part 6 – Index of Technical and Numeric Variations of
the Code. Until the release of the Code, it was understood that the existing Concept Plan Maps would
not be translated into the Code at all, so this initiative is welcome and provides an opportunity to at
least get some local specific development outcomes into the Code
Unfortunately, none of Council’s 10 existing Concept Plans have been taken over in any form.

Recommendation
On the basis of the justification provided, the
Commission supports the inclusion of the following
Concept Plans in the Code –


Mal/1



Mal/3 (as amended)



Mal/7 (as amended)



Mal/10 (as revised)

Council has identified that the following Concept Plans contained in its Development Plan still fulfil a
useful planning role for development assessment purposes as they are a guide to infrastructure
provision and/or staging of development and/or have a significant influence on policy outcomes and/or
the policy intent is unable to addressed by other parts of the Code structure.
The affected Concept Plans are –
Mal/1 – retain


contains infrastructure and main street traffic management elements



forms part of the broader requirements for the master-planned development
envisaged for Two Wells

Mal/3 – retain


contains areas that Council has determined as being subject to local flooding and
has identified desired locations for stormwater detention/retention basins



important to retain as it guides the future development pattern



to be amended to merge key stormwater, bushland protection and buffer areas as
defined in Map/9 (not proposed to be taken over)

Mal/7 – retain


an important Concept Plan as it outlines key development elements to be achieved
within a master-planned suburb



establishes density concepts, infrastructure requirements, traffic management,
wetland locations and flood protection measures



to be amended to incorporate the site contamination areas to be investigated as
defined in Mal/8 (not proposed to be taken over)

Mal/10 - retain


Adelaide Plains Council

to be revised and upgraded to more explicitly identify the spatial elements of the
recommended Two Wells centre subzone (covered below in section C.5)
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Recommendation

As per the reasoning outlined, Council wishes to ensure that the above Concept Plans are taken over
into the Code since they do have useful work to do in ‘guiding’ desired development outcomes.
Council agrees that Maps/2, 4, 5, 6, 8 (with elements taken over into Map/7) and 9 (with elements
taken over into Map/3) should be removed as they do not have a tangible role in a development
assessment sense.
B.4

Wastewater management

Significant parts of Mallala and Two Wells (particularly) are not connected to a Community Wastewater
Management System (CWMS) which inhibits the possible density of residential development.
The current Development Plan provisions for the residential-focussed zones/PAs make a distinction
between the minimum allotment size for residential use based on whether CWMS is available to the
land or not. Where it is unable to be connected, a minimum allotment area of 1,200 sq m has to be
achieved. Any figure below this standard would have to be supported by an engineer’s report justifying
soakage performance, ie the proposal has to be assessed as performance development only.
The proposed General Neighbourhood Zone is to be applied to the existing Residential Zone.
Within the Residential Zone’s land division policies, there is a clear reference (PDC 13) to the need for
1,200 sq m minimum blocks where the land is unable to be connected to a CWMS, quite apart from the
closer settlement opportunities for a higher density where the land is connected to a CWMS (PDC 12).
However, the TNV data shown on the Consultation Map Viewer for the General Neighbourhood Zone
does not reflect this distinction, the data only shows the higher density figures.

Recommendation
That the minimum allotment size in the General
Neighbourhood Zone as expressed by the TNV data
needs to reflect the possibility of a 1,200 sq m site area
where the land cannot be connected to a CWMS .
Council is prepared to assist the Commission in
identifying the areas affected.
Should the Commission not agree to amending the TNV
data in the General Neighbourhood Zone, then it is
recommended that these areas be changed to the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone that allows variations to
TNVs (covered in more detail in section C.3 below).

This has the potential to mislead applicants as to the land division potential of property if the new
blocks need to rely on an on-site wastewater disposal system wherein the minimum site area should
be 1,200 sq m. The TNV data needs to be upgraded to show this possibility.
It is, however, understood that the TNV ‘data’ for the General Neighbourhood Zone may not be able to
be amended to reflect local characteristics (unlike other Code Zones that allow this flexibility). Should
this be the case, Council recommends that the areas proposed for the General Neighbourhood Zone
be changed to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone that allows varied TNVs.
The question relating to the need for having two separate zones in any event is explored in greater
detail in section C.3 below).
B.5

Animal keeping policy

The Adelaide Plains Council is unique in having a dedicated ‘horse-and-dog’ zone (Animal Husbandry
Zone) with the explicit aim of accommodating larger-scale animal keeping of this nature which has
quite a different function than the conventional Rural Living Zone. It is an area explicitly set aside in
which to accommodate commercial/higher density animal husbandry pursuits in conjunction with
dwellings and possibly home-based industries and offices (including veterinary consulting rooms).
There is no other equivalent zone throughout the State.
This zone has been in existence for some decades and fulfils the useful function of directing and
supporting the commercial keeping of horses and dogs in this area thus avoiding pressure being
placed on the conventional Rural Living Zone to do so. The policy regime developed by Council over
the years has been directed at achieving this distinction and at establishing specific local policy
addressing these land use outcomes accordingly.

Adelaide Plains Council
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Recommendation
The Commission delete the proposed Code Animal
Husbandry Subzone under the Rural Living Zone and
create a separate Animal Husbandry Zone, which is
specific to Adelaide Plains Council, to cover the existing
such zone in the Development Plan and to incorporate
the key policy settings from that zone, namely the animal
density and the notification directions.
Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.
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Recommendation

This situation is proposed to be covered in the new Code structure by a Rural Living Zone, which
incorporates Council’s existing Rural Living Zone, and by an Animal Husbandry Subzone within that
parent Code zone that will apply to the existing Animal Husbandry Zone.
However, the Code policy is far more generic in nature and does not reflect the animal numbers
specified in the existing PDCs to help guide densities nor the public notification thresholds currently
used to trigger Category 1 or Category 2 notification. These policy/procedural criteria are extremely
important to Council and must not be lost; they must be carried over into the proposed subzone.
That being the case, because of the very specific purpose of Council’s existing Animal Husbandry
Zone, and the fact that it is a ‘one-off’ zoning exception in the State, Council is strongly of the view that
this zone should be transitioned over into the Code as a new separate zone rather than be a
subordinate subzone within the parent Rural Living Zone. Council, when initially establishing the zoning
of its district many years ago, deliberately divided the relevant areas in order to distinguish between the
separate objectives sought by these two zones; they are to some degree very broadly complementary
but in practical terms quite distinct in nature and the desired planning outcome. Council believes that
the ‘horse-and-dog’ area should not come under the rural living categorisation but rather stand in its
own right as a separate zone.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the Code draft an Animal Husbandry Zone based on the existing
zone in the Development Plan and incorporating the current animal densities and the notification
thresholds.
Note that the Rural Living Zone aspects of this issue are addressed in section C.7 below.
B.6

TNV data

There are inconsistencies in the TNV data applicable within and across the zone types, with errors and
gaps that need reviewing. In key instances, TNVs are not available at all. For instance, the
Consultation Map Viewer does not bring up some of the localised criteria for lot size (land division or
dwelling), setbacks and coastal flood building levels, making it difficult for Council to determine whether
its variables or standards within the respective zones are to be applied or are to be ignored. A lot of the
information is there through a random search, but it does not seem complete. This is a deficiency that
undermines the extent of consultation comments that can be made.
However, it is conceded that the content within the Consultation Map Viewer has improved from its
inception as some of these deficiencies are progressively addressed which is commendable. But, the
integrity of the TNV data is instrumental in providing an understanding of the Code structure and its
policy intent. It has to be complete and correct to avoid key policy gaps which can lead to
misunderstandings or confusion or errors in decision-making.
A further matter relates to the future process of changing or adding to the TNV. Will this be a formal
Code Amendment or an ‘administrative’ action? It is therefore unclear how TNVs may change over
time and to what extent Councils will be consulted when such variations are to be implemented.

B.7

Buffers and sensitive uses

Adelaide Plains Council

In the Code structure, Council notes that there does not seem to be policy relating to the desirability of
defining buffers/separation distances around sensitive land uses to prevent, for instance, dwellings
being approved near to established land uses such as the Dublin landfill site (covered specifically
below), the Urban Employment Zone and the Perfection Fresh facility.

Planning & Design Code submission

Recommendation
The TNV data needs to be interrogated and crossreferenced to ensure that values reflect current
quantitative standards in Council’s Development Plan.
It is noted that the Commission’s Update Report
released late December picks up on this point and is
prepared to address the issue by working closely with
Councils. Council supports this intent and looks forward
to liaising with the Department to ensure Council’s TNV
data is incorporated.
That the Commission determine a clear amendment
path for revising TNV data which includes a consultation
process with the affected Council.
Recommendation
The Commission consider applying the ‘Significant
Industry Interface Overlay’ over key State significant
zones/activities within the district in order to safeguard
their continued operation free from interface impacts and
issues.
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Recommendation
Council is prepared to assist the Commission in
identifying the areas affected.

B.8

Dublin Landfill facility

This matter, in part, is a follow-on from the issue raised above in section B.7 regarding the importance
of affording protection to key State significant facilities.
Given the critical State role of the Dublin landfill site, Council is of the strong view that the affected land
and the neighbouring land parcels surrounding the site should be incorporated into the ‘Significant
Industry Interface Overlay’. The application of this Overlay would assist in protecting the existing
operations of the landfill activity from inappropriate land uses being established within close proximity
to the subject land.

B.9

Application of the EFPA
controls

The Adelaide Plains Council is the most affected of all the Councils that are subject to the provisions of
the EFPA because of the extent of its Rural Living and Animal Husbandry Zones. Over the past few
years, Council’s planning resources have been under extra heavy pressure by the management of a
multitude of land division applications within the zones mentioned in undertaking additional reporting so
that SCAP concurrence for recommended approvals is sought.
As both these zones are in part residential-focused in that a detached dwelling is an envisaged use
and as neither has any food growing potential that needs to be preserved, due to historic and current
development composition and due to the absence of any policy direction in these zones that promotes
food production, Council strongly believes that the EFPA controls over both these zones ought to be
removed. There is no sound case for continuing the prohibition on land division proposals in these
zones.
Also, there are anomalies where the EFPA boundary overlaps across urban-based zones on the
southern edge of the built-up area of Mallala township (the Light Industry and Bulk Handling Zones)
and within the Urban Employment Zone. Again, these zones should not be subject to the EFPA
provisions in light of their zoning objectives and function and the complete lack of food growing
potential.

Recommendation
The Commission agree to apply the ‘Significant Industry
Interface Overlay’ to the Dublin Landfill facility, the extent
of which includes neighbouring land sufficient to ensure
a reasonable buffer/separation distance is incorporated
in order to safeguard the on-going operations of the
facility into the future.
Recommendation
The Commission agree to amend the EFPA boundary to
exclude the Rural Living Zone (and the proposed new
Animal Husbandry Zone if it is accepted – see section
B.5 above), the Urban Employment Zone and the Light
Industry and Bulk Handling Zones located at Mallala.
Alternatively, the Commission provide Council with inprinciple agreement to the overall intent of these
suggestions and that they be included as part of the
scheduled review of the EFPA and Character
Preservation Area, expected to be undertaken in late
2020.

Council is of the view that the anomalies identified above be addressed and the boundary of the EFPA
be adjusted to exclude the zones mentioned.

C. Specific Zone /
Overlay matters
C.1

Mallala Racecourse Zone
Light Industry Zone/ Mallala
Racetrack PA 2

Adelaide Plains Council

Council questions whether the proposed Code zone, ie the Recreation Zone, is the correct fit for this
zone/PA. Within the current Development Plan, the Light Industry Zone/Mallala Racetrack PA 2 has a
focus on light industry activities and services that reinforce the storage of motor vehicles, alongside the
repair and servicing of these vehicles. Moreover, the Mallala Racecourse Zone is clearly directed at
supporting motor racing and a comprehensive range of associated facilities, also including storage and
maintenance, in parallel with the racetrack itself and accommodation associated with drivers, visitors
and workers. The newly allocated Recreation Zone replacement fails to identify within the range of land
uses any overlapping desired development that relates to motor sports or its associated services and
accommodation, as the zone’s focus is primarily on the more traditional active/passive sports activities
(intensive and extensive), supporting clubrooms and recreational facilities only. For instance, the
envisaged land uses are –

Planning & Design Code submission

Recommendation
That the Commission accept the following changes to
the Code structure affecting the Mallala racetrack land –
1.

The proposed Code zone be amended to
delete the Recreation Zone and that the
Motorsport Park Zone be adopted as a
suitable replacement that embraces the whole
of the Mallala race track facility, including the
ancillary land under the existing Mallala
Racetrack PA 2 zoning.
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• change rooms

2.

• golf course
• indoor recreation facility
• open space

A separate dedicated Mallala racetrack
subzone be incorporated under the parent
Motorsport Park Zone, to reflect the policy
circumstances of the existing zoning.

Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.

• outdoor sports courts
• recreation area
• sporting clubrooms
• sporting ovals and fields
all of which are uses or activities that are largely, in Council’s view, inappropriate to reinforce or sustain
a motor race track. Council does not wish to encourage these sorts of conventional recreation-based
uses that bear no relationship with or have the potential to compromise the on-going future operation of
the facility.
Council notes that the Code does contain a Motorsport Park Zone, which applies to the Tailem Bend
race track, which has policies more closely aligned with the function and purpose of the existing
Development Plan zones that embrace the Mallala facility. However, it is understood that the Tailem
Bend facility has been specifically master-planned to achieve the race track development desired with
the policy regime geared towards providing streamlined assessment pathways. This has been reflected
in the Code zone with numerous DTS opportunities available.
Although generically and functionally, in land use terms, suitable as a zone to support the Mallala race
track development and expectations, the Code zone needs to be modified and adapted to reflect the
significant differences in scale, location and intensity of activity that apply at Mallala. To achieve more
robust outcomes acceptable in the local context, a greater range of development should therefore be
performance-assessed.
Council believes that in order to deal with this issue, a dedicated subzone can be created to specifically
and more relevantly cover the Mallala race track situation so that the important policy settings can be
expressed in the Code structure and which would not compromise the integrity of the parent
Motorsport Park Zone.
As this structure would lead to a closer alignment with current policy settings, focusing primarily on
motor sporting facilities and a range of supporting land use activities and services, it would be a more
comfortable fit since it reflects a combination of both the Light Industry and the more specific Mallala
Racecourse Zones prioritisation of motorsport racing and affiliated facilities.
Council is strongly of the view that this Code zone structure is a more acceptable policy outcome than
the proposed Recreation Zone.
C.2

Primary Production Zone
Horticulture PA 3

It is noted that the current zone and its horticulture PA will be split and are to be transitioned over into
two new Code zones, namely Rural Zone and Rural Horticulture Zone.
Importantly, Council understands that the existing minimum allotment sizes of 40 ha, 8 ha and 4 ha (in
current Precinct 5) have been carried over as well as, largely, the status quo as it applies to dwellings.
The existing policy, however, does involve date-sensitive acceptability, ie the date the allotment was
created, although this is advisory only (PDCs 5 and 6) and is not captured as having non-complying

Adelaide Plains Council

Planning & Design Code submission

Recommendation
Council accepts the broad thrust of each Code zone’s
policy structure and direction.
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status. Such an element is not reflected in Code provisions but Council understands the ‘structural’ and
practical difficulties in generically carrying over a range of specific date-sensitive policy which is likely
to be different across many Councils.

However, for the reasons explained, Council
recommends that DTS/DPF criteria relating to dwellings
be removed.

However, one aspect of the Code policy for both zones relating to dwellings are the DTS/DPF
provisions whereby a dwelling could get a DTS ‘tick’. As dwellings are not in their own right a principal
or core use within primary production areas, but are very much subordinate to primary production
activity, Council is of the view that references to DTS/DPF for dwellings should be removed. This also
makes sense considering that a detached dwelling is to subject to Notification and therefore neighbour
review.
It is further noted that both Code zones also allow for an enhanced range of land uses (or size
parameters) above and beyond the current zone provisions, such as 

advertisements

)



brewery/cidery

)



industry

)

all where associated



shop

)

with an existing



office

)

primary production use



tourist accommodation

)

or value adding



function centre

)

industry within the region



transport distribution/warehouse )



winery

)

Although some (but not all) of these types of development are possible now under the existing zone/PA
provisions, there are some new additional developments introduced that do not appear in the current
zone. Moreover, the size parameters (eg floor areas, building heights) specified in the existing zone for
particular land uses have increased in many cases.
Nonetheless, in the interests of flexibility and in providing a greater and diverse choice of development
opportunities to growers, Council is of the general view that this Code approach is reasonable.
C.3

Residential Zone

This current zone is proposed to be split into two separate Code zones, namely General
Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. Council questions whether in fact and in
practice two zones needed and whether just one zone is more appropriate. As explained below, there
may be a need to more sensitively apply the respective zones in any case.
The General/Suburban Neighbourhood Zones share a number of similarities regarding their
development requirements and with the existing Residential Zone, principally in their shared aim to
accommodate a variety of non-residential local services within easy reach of the local community.
However, the dwelling density statements across the existing and the proposed new zones display
differences that need to be addressed. The present Residential Zone focusses upon low-rise, low to
medium density dwellings with an increase in residential density in proximity of activity centres. The
Code General Neighbourhood Zone seeks low-rise/low to medium residential density with a range of
allotment sizes that reflect particular dwelling types, with no direction afforded as to where the medium
density housing should be focused (theoretically, medium density development can occur anywhere in

Adelaide Plains Council
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Recommendation
That the Commission accept the following changes to
the Code structure affecting the residential areas –
1.

Mallala – General Neighbourhood Zone apply
(subject to TNV data being incorporated within
this area that would reflect those land parcels
that still cannot be connected to CWMS having
a 1,200 sq m minimum area – Council would
identify the affected properties on behalf of the
Commission – and additional policy in the form
of a PO and DTS/DPF to ‘authenticate’ the
larger minimum size being inserted).
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the zone). The Suburban Neighbourhood Zone specifies low or very-low density housing with a
minimum site area starting at 1,000 sq m (this anomaly is addressed below).
The Residential and the General Neighbourhood Zones have requirements for dwelling site
dimensions, as below –
Dwelling type:

Residential

General Neighbourhood

Detached

450 sq m / 15m frontage

300 sq m / 9m frontage

Detached (Battle-axe)

N/A

300 sq m / 5m frontage

Semi-detached

300 sq m / 10m frontage

300 sq m / 9m frontage

Row/terrace (average)

300 sq m / 10m frontage

200 sq m / 7m frontage

Group (average)

350 sq m / 20m frontage

300 sq m / 15m frontage

Flat-building (average)

250 sq m / 20m frontage

300 sq m / 15m frontage

The key differences have been highlighted where the Code zone criteria are more generous towards
supporting particular dwelling types on smaller and narrower blocks, especially for a detached dwelling.
Leaving aside the matter of Community Wastewater Management System (CWMS) availability, Council
is of the view that in a more ‘country town’ setting and to reflect that lower density character, 300 sq m
for a detached dwelling is too small and that the existing size parameters should be retained, as should
also be the case with a row and a group dwelling. Moreover, Council does not expressly encourage
Battle-axe style subdivisions and prefers that this parameter be deleted from the Code.
The Residential Zone addresses a critical policy matter as to whether a dwelling is connected to the
CWMS whereas the Code zone does not specify this within its area requirements at all. If a dwelling is
not connected to a CWMS, then it must have a minimum site area of 1,200 sq m, as clearly expressed
in the current zone (PDC13). The General Neighbourhood Zone contains the minimum size criteria
within a DTS/DPF which is reflected in the TNV figures. Is there scope for inserting a 1,200 sq m
minimum to the TNV irrespective of the existing DTS/DPF along with a new PO and DTS/DPF
statement added to the zone policy? This issue is addressed also below.

Two Wells – Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
apply to all the applicable areas
2.

If such a variation to the TNV data cannot be
incorporated into the General Neighbourhood
Zone, then Mallala should be covered by the
Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

3.

In the General Neighbourhood Zone, the
minimum site criteria for a detached dwelling,
row dwelling and for a group dwelling reflect
the existing Residential Zone criteria as
highlighted.

4.

In the General Neighbourhood Zone, the site
criteria for a Battle-axe style allotments be
removed as this is not a form of development
sought within Council’s existing residential
areas.

5.

In the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone, the
minimum allotment size for land having a
gradient between 12.5% and 25% be
upgraded to at least 1,200 sq m as
highlighted.

6.

If the Commission agrees with the creation of
a new Code zone to more sensitively cover
residential areas in country areas, Council
would be interested in helping draft and test
that process to ascertain whether the outcome
may satisfy the residential development
outcomes sought.

The Suburban Neighbourhood Zone on the other hand only specifies requirements for site areas
relative to slope gradients –
Gradient

Site dimensions

< 12.5%

1,200 sq m / ? frontage *

12.5% - 25%

1,000 sq m / 15m frontage **

> 25%

1,500 sq m / 20m frontage **

* the 1,200 sq m size specified for blocks having a slope of less than 12.5% was taken from the TNV
data within Council’s area, but no TNV frontage data was available (DTS/DPF 2.1)
** sizes taken from zone’s DTS/DPF 2.2.

Adelaide Plains Council
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In the Code scenario, there is still a potential ‘gap’ in not achieving a 1,200 sq m minimum site area
which could compromise the safety of the locality where development cannot be connected to a
CWMS. Council recommends that the 1,000 sq m figure for land gradient 12.5% to 25% be upgraded
to 1,200 sq m as well. There is the incongruity in any event with the Code suggesting that sites with a
steeper slope can have a lesser minimum allotment size than those that are flat or have a shallow
slope. This is a misalignment in the policy setting and should be addressed regardless.
If a 1,200 sq m area becomes the minimum size benchmark across the board, then this satisfies the
situation where land is not connected to a CWMS, with proposals to create smaller allotments then
becoming performance assessed.
Mallala township is mostly (but not all land) connected to a CWMS but Two Wells is not. This is the
crucial factor in determining the nature of the zone, as expressed through housing density, which
should apply to each of the towns. The situation needs to be better rationalised to achieve the density
outcomes consistent with infrastructure servicing capability.
Accordingly, taking into account the points raised above, Council is of the view that as a bottom-line
solution the following Code zones be geographically applied as follows:


Mallala residentially-zoned areas – General Neighbourhood Zone (but with TNV data being
incorporated within this area that would reflect those land parcels that still cannot be
connected to CWMS having a 1,200 sq m minimum area – Council would identify the
affected properties on behalf of the Commission)



Two Wells residentially-zoned areas – Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

This arrangement would better reflect the servicing needs of future development. However, if different
TNV data (ie adding a 1,200 sq m layer over certain blocks) cannot be applied within the General
Neighbourhood Zone, the question raised above, then Council prefers that the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone to also cover Mallala.
If the Commission is seriously contemplating an alternative residential zone as a consequence of the
Phase 2 consultation, such as a possible Neighbourhood Zone, Council would be interested is seeing
how the policy will be drafted and how it deals with higher density housing potential taking into account
non-CWMS availability, ie can it deal with the different block size scenarios through policy and TNV
data? Council is prepared to assist the Commission in either drafting such policy or in testing it against
its own situation.
If this exercise turns out a workable product that is able to address the infrastructure requirements of
wastewater management, then Council is more than likely to be comfortable in adopting the one
residential zone for both towns.
C.4

Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone

The existing Suburban Neighbourhood Zone in Council’s Dev Plan (not to be confused with the
Code’s Suburban Neighbourhood Zone) is proposed to be transitioned to the Housing Diversity
Neighbourhood Zone.
Both zones share common desired outcomes of low-rise medium density housing supporting a range
of accommodation types within easy reach of non-residential services and shared development types.
Broadly, the range of non-residential land uses are complementary.

Adelaide Plains Council
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Recommendation
That the Commission accept the following changes to
the Code structure affecting the existing Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone policy –
1.

The proposed Code zone structure be
amended to incorporate a separate dedicated
Two Wells subzone under the parent Housing
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It should be noted that this zone contains a deliberate master-planned suburb to be developed in line
with an agreed concept (expressed in Concept Plan Mal/7).
There are, however, key differences in the policy approach which are paraphrased below –
Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone (existing)

Housing Diversity
Neighbourhood Zone

Comment

Retail

Retail

Shops limited to a combined
maximum of 500 sq m (GLFA).

Small-scale shops – 100 sq m

The Code leaves open the
scale of potential shop/retail
development that could
exceed the 500 sq m threshold
of the current zone.

Scope for shops focused upon
the designated activity centre.

Shops in a centre/main road –
200 sq m
No combined total threshold.

Diversity Neighbourhood Zone, to capture
existing locally important policy.
2.

The subzone policy in particular needs to carry
over those criteria/issues as highlighted.

Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.

Location of small-scale shops
could be scattered throughout
the zone area.
These policies are at odds with
what is being sought in the
current zone.
The potential for shop
development needs to reflect
the limitations (floor area and
location) inherent in current
policy.

Residential density

Residential density

No more than 1,500 allotments
to be created in total.

Net residential density of 70
dwellings/ha

Net residential density of 15
dwellings/ha.

Firstly, the master-planned
suburb has an upper limit on
the total number of blocks that
can be created. This number
was based on several factors,
including the capacity of the
new CWMS, capacity of the
new electricity sub-station,
availability of new reticulated
water mains, capability of the
designed stormwater
management system (and
WSUD provisions). This was
all determined during the
extensive investigations
undertaken in the masterplanning process and Two
Wells Development Plan
Amendment.
Secondly, the net densities are
way of kilter with each other.
Potentially, the Code zone can
allow for not only a far more

Adelaide Plains Council
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intense settlement pattern than
currently envisaged but also
can breach the allotment
number threshold.
These consequences were not
part of the resolution of the
master-planning of the area,
and its consequent zoning in
the Dev Plan, and represent a
step too far in Council’s view,
one which compromises the
development form and pattern
agree to for the zone.
The density ratio and the
existing allotment creation
restriction must be reinstated.

Site dimensions

Site dimensions

Detached -- 250 sq m

No site dimensions specified,
only that the net residential
density of 70 dwellings is
achieved.

Semi-detached - 200 sq m
Row dwelling - 125 sq m
Group dwelling - 200 sq m
Residential flat blg - 200 sq m

Current zone criteria is much
more explicit regarding
minimum allotment sizes.
Not a major issue since (if
adopted) allotment creation, as
far as numbers are concerned,
is controlled.
But, the site dimension criteria
are useful yardsticks for
guiding the size of blocks
created by subdivision and are
being lost which, on balance,
ought to be retained.

(NB: minimum frontages also
apply except for Group and
Residential flat housing)

Council believes that current
site dimension policy ought to
be retained.
Building height

Building height

3 storeys

2 storeys/9m (covered by
reference to TNV data)

4 storeys adjacent activity
centre/neighbourhood open
space

Adelaide Plains Council

Current height allowances are
more generous than the
Codes’ height directions.
Not a major issue but does
have the potential to
compromise building form and
undercut the developer’s
current expectations as to
what is an acceptable height
relative to form and nature of
development.
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On balance, Council believes
that current height policy ought
to be retained.

Non-complying development

Restricted development

(NB: only the more common/key
uses only)

Shop where 1,000 sq m or
greater in GLA

 farming
 fuel depot

NB: this is the only form of
development identified.

 horse keeping
 horticulture

The reduction in the range of
land uses to be prohibited in
the future zone is severe. In a
master-planned suburb much
more care needs to be taken
to exclude those land uses that
would be ‘alien’ to the desired
development outcomes.

 industry
 intensive animal keeping
 land division where total
number of lots exceeds
1,500 in zone
 public service depot
 road transport terminal

The Restricted Development
Table needs to be expanded to
largely reflect current
provisions.

 service trade premises
 warehouse
Category 1 notification

Notification

Current zone lists many forms
of development as Cat 1 –
absolute or qualified where
they may be adjacent a
dwelling (Cat 1 may not apply).

Code approach has the
likelihood that much more
types of development would be
subject to Notification than is
presently the case, eg –

These include –

 any development on land
adjacent a different zone

 dwelling and all associated
forms of development
 residential flat building
 aged persons/nursing home/
retirement village/supported
accommodation
 primary school (qualified)
 consulting room (qualified)
 education establishment
(qualified)
 office (mostly qualified)
 place of worship (qualified)

Adelaide Plains Council

Council has commented on the
approach taken by the Code in
the way it has defined
Restricted development (see
section A.7 above) and has
recommended that the
management of this process
needs to be further reviewed.

 4 or more dwellings being
created
 any dwelling not satisfying
setback, boundary
clearance or façade design
criteria
 any non-residential use

Council has commented on the
approach taken by the Code in
the way it has defined
Notification development (see
section A.6 above) and has
recommended that the
management of this process
needs to be further reviewed.
The Code notification uses are
far greater in their application
than is presently the case and
would lead to numerous
notification proposals.
This has cost and resource
implications on both an
applicant and the Council in
processing this step which are
not there at the moment.
On balance. Council believes
that the current Category 1
developments as identified
should largely be incorporated.
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 shop under 500 sq m GLFA
(qualified)
Council believes that in order to deal with the issues identified in the Table above, which do have
significant development consequences above and beyond those envisaged by the conventional Code
zone, that a specific subzone needs to be created to cover the Two Wells master-planned situation so
that the important policy settings can be expressed in the Code structure.
C.5

Town Centre Zone

The current zone applies to both the Mallala and the Two Wells centres.

Recommendation

The Code transition proposes the following structure –

That the Commission accept the following changes to
the Code structure affecting the Two Wells centre –



Mallala – Township Activity Centre Zone



Two Wells –

Township Activity Centre Zone

1.

The proposed Code zone structure be
amended to delete the Township Activity
Centre Zone and the Community Facilities
Zone components and the Township Main
Street Zone be extended to embrace the
whole of the current Town Centre Zone.

2.

A separate dedicated Two Wells subzone be
incorporated under the parent Township Main
Street Zone, to capture locally important policy
in the existing Two Wells Centre PA 5.

3.

Concept Plan Mal/10 be revised and redrawn
to reflect key spatial elements within the
subzone.

4.

A PO referencing the Concept Plan needs to
be included within the subzone policy.

Township Main Street Zone
Community Facilities Zone
The application of the Township Activity Centre Zone to Mallala is appropriate as Code policy and
current policy have many similarities. The additional development options offered by the Code zone
are helpful supplements to the existing zone. A key issue, however, are the Code’s Restricted
Development and the Notification descriptions – an issue common across the board – which is
addressed later.
However, Council questions why the Two Wells centre has been split between three separate zones as
well as the underlying rationale that supports this decision. Whilst the Township Activity Centre Zone in
its own right is not inappropriate to apply to part of the Two Wells centre, nor the Community Facilities
Zone to reflect, largely, the civic/community/market place policies articulated for the present Town
Centre Zone, Council does not understand the reasoning for fragmenting the current centre into a
mixed zoning structure.
Council is and will be investing over a $1m into a major main street activation/streetscape project for
the Two Wells centre and feels that a more cohesive, integrated zoning approach or structure will
(potentially) better support the desired outcomes and the implementation of this work.

Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.

It is noted that there are no real core policy differences between the development outcomes possible
under the Township Main Street Zone and the Township Activity Centre Zone. The former has a
slightly greater focus on streetscape but the two are very complementary in nature. Council does not
see the need to divide the zoning of the main street into an eastern (Township Main Street Zone) and a
western (Township Activity Centre Zone) component.
Even within the current Town Centre Zone, the Two Wells centre is expressly covered by its own
dedicated Policy Area (PA 5) which introduces focused policy for particular areas, such as Town
Centre, Civic and Community, Mixed Use, Commercial, Market Place, Greenspace and Landscape
Corridors and Cultural (note that these Areas are defined on the existing Concept Plan Map/10).
It appears to Council that the definition of these areas in the Concept Plan Map may have formed the
basis for the three new Code zones created but Council believes that the distinctions between these
are finely graded. There are land use directions provided (some being key, especially main street retail,
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commercial and civic) but the individual Areas’ policies have a lot of commonality as they deal mainly
with streetscape form and character, public realm and pattern of development. Council does not agree
that this should necessarily form the basis of fragmenting the centre into three zones.
In Council’s view, the solution is to adapt the Code’s Township Main Street Zone but introduce a
separate dedicated subzone to cover the Two Wells centre which, accompanied by a revamped
Concept Plan Mal/10, will be able to adequately address the policy variations and the more explicit
nature of that policy that presently applies to Two Wells.
Council believes this is a workable outcome which maintains a single focus on the Two Wells centre,
which will be helpful in implementing the main street project recommendations, and which addresses
the specific local policy required without undermining the policy thrust of the overarching Township
Main Street Zone.
Council would be most willing to assist the Commission in restructuring the Two Wells centre zoning
accordingly as well as upgrading and refining the Concept Plan to more relevantly reflect the key
spatial criteria, and the drafting and testing of the new subzone.
C.6

Rural Living Zone – Precinct
3 Two Wells

The specific policies that apply to the Precinct represent a ‘subtle’ difference to and is much ‘tighter’
than the conventional rural living policy. Firstly, the Precinct has a smaller minimum allotment size of
0.5 ha and minimum frontage of 30m (the zone proper has 1 ha and 50m parameters respectively) and
secondly, and very significantly, the zone’s non-complying list has animal keeping, and non-residential
uses such as home-based businesses and cottage industries, listed as not being appropriate unlike in
the parent zone itself where this potential is possible. These are undesirable in the Precinct. It
therefore has a distinct policy setting in its own right which needs to be taken over into the Code.

Recommendation

This Precinct is shown as being absorbed into the Code’s Rural Living Zone. The TNV data applicable
does pick up the 0.5 ha minimum site area, though not the frontage dimension, but ignores the land
use restriction outright. This is an important policy change for the Precinct, one not anticipated by its
residents, and it is imperative that this deficiency is addressed by adding policy controls that eliminate
the scope for animal keeping within the defined Precinct, possibly by adopting one of the following
options –

The mapping anomaly between the existing and the
Code zone boundaries must also be corrected.

That the Commission agree to address the Precinct
provisions and restructure the Code so that the
Precinct’s allotment dimensions and land use constraints
are adopted by the Code, with an aim of adopting a
preferred solution from the options identified.

 a special spatial Overlay covering the Precinct with corresponding policy reflecting current
circumstances, notably the animal keeping/commercial use restriction and a minimum allotment
frontage
 a new subzone under the Code Rural Living Zone to pick up on the policy differences
 transition the Precinct into the adjoining low density Suburban Neighbourhood Zone which better
reflects the intended land use outcomes but with a TNV (and policy reference) that identifies the 0.5
ha minimum allotment size.
Another issue with the Precinct is its definition on the Consultation Viewer Map. The proposed zone
boundary between the Rural Living and the Suburban Neighbourhood Zones does not follow existing
cadastre or the road pattern and dissects numerous allotments. This definition needs to be corrected
depending upon which of the above options is acceptable to the Commission.
C.7

Rural Living Zone

Adelaide Plains Council

As explained, and covered in considerable detail in section B.5 above in addressing more the animal
keeping scenario, the current policy settings in the proposed Code Rural Living Zone are not effectively
aligned with the existing Rural Living Zone in the Dev Plan.

Planning & Design Code submission

Recommendation
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Code subject

Issue

Recommendation

Council’s Rural Living Zone provides a suite of policies that assist in the assessment of:
 home-based industries
 stables/kennels/number of animals
 horticultural structures (up to 300 sq m)
 storage of commercial vehicles

That the Commission accept that the proposed Code
zone structure be amended to incorporate a separate
dedicated Adelaide Plains subzone under the parent
Rural Living Zone, to capture existing locally important
policy to incorporate the key policy settings from that
zone, namely the expanded land use activity envisaged
and the notification directions.
Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.

 Category 1 public notification criteria
These land use opportunities and notification direction are all above and beyond the criteria that is
defined in the Code’s Rural Living Zone. Although the Code zone provide the overarching criteria to
gauge the intended land uses, the existing Dev Plan policy better reflects the current land use
activities, the expectations of the community (and existing residents) and has been tried and tested
over many years. Given these policies are unique to the Adelaide Plains Council, it is suggested that a
dedicated subzone be created to include the current criteria as identified above.
C.8

Settlement Zone

Similar to the issue raised for the Rural Living Zone in section C.7 above, the existing Settlement Zone
contains a suite of provisions that reflects a broader range of land use types that are not reflective in
the Code’s Rural Settlement Zone.
In particular, these involve  PDCs 10, 11 and 12 all relate to horse keeping, dogs and stables
 outbuilding criteria (heights and areas) specified that differ from the Code
 Category 1 public notification criteria
 non-complying provisions associated with horse keeping

Recommendation
That the Commission accept that the proposed Code
zone structure be amended to incorporate a separate
dedicated Adelaide Plains subzone under the parent
Rural Settlement Zone, to capture existing locally
important policy to incorporate the key policy settings
from that zone, namely the expanded land use activity
envisaged and the notification directions.
Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.

The proposed Code Rural Settlement Zone is silent on horse keeping, dogs and stables altogether and
has far small outbuilding criteria (60 sq m floor area compared with 100 sq m as well as reduced
heights).
To ensure consistency with the existing criteria prescribed within the existing zone, it is suggested that
a new dedicated subzone be created (subordinate to the Code’s Rural Settlement Zone) so that the
differing land use characteristics and procedural directions are better reflected.
C.9

Coastal Settlement Zone

The existing Coastal Settlement Zone covers the settlements of Thompson Beach, Parham and Webb
Beach. These are primarily settlements containing clusters of detached dwellings with limited, if any,
non-residential land uses.
The zone envisages only detached dwellings (and associated structures) and tourist some scope for
accommodation/tourist facilities. One PDC does referenced small-scale non-residential land uses but,
overall, there is a greater emphasis on residential activities and the importance of limiting impacts upon
the sensitive coastal area (as is supported and stressed in the zone’s Desired Character statement).
Land division is supported where allotments are greater than 1,200 sq m.
The Code seeks to transition these areas into the Rural Settlement Zone.

Adelaide Plains Council

Planning & Design Code submission

Recommendation
That the Commission accept that the proposed Code
zone structure be amended to incorporate a separate
dedicated Adelaide Plains coastal subzone under the
parent Rural Settlement Zone, to capture existing locally
important policy to incorporate the key policy settings
from that zone, namely the restrictive land use activity
envisaged, development parameters and the procedural
directions.
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Code subject

Issue

Recommendation

In Council’s view, though, it is considered that the Rural Settlement Zone – in its current state – does
not adequately address the local characteristics found within these coastal settlements. It is
acknowledged that the proposed Rural Settlement Zone is a better ‘fit’ than the alternate Rural Shack
Settlement Zone but there is a distinct policy difference regarding desired development outcomes
between the existing Dev Plan and the proposed Code zones.

Council is prepared to assist the Commission in this
drafting task.

The more significant of these are (though not exhaustive) –
 shops/offices/consulting rooms/light industry are actively supported in the Code zone *
 shops are non-complying where greater than 150 sq m in the current Coastal Settlement Zone
 offices/consulting rooms/light industry are all presently categorised as being non-complying outright,
whereas the Code zone does not specify any Restricted Development at all (this is a very significant
change from current policy settings)
 outbuildings are supported up to 100 sq m in the existing Coastal Settlement Zone (this is reduced to
60 sq m in new Rural Settlement Zone)
*

These are all listed as DTS criteria but it is only by virtue of the Coastal Areas Overlay applying over these
areas that these land uses fall into the performance-assessed pathway – the DTS criteria do, however, send
a strong message that there is an expectation that these land uses are envisaged

It is appreciated that the Coastal Areas Overlay will assist to manage some of the sensitive coastal
issues that face these communities. However, to ensure that the current local policies are adequately
addressed by the Code and can be incorporated into the Rural Settlement Zone, it is suggested that a
new dedicated subzone be created (subordinate to the Code’s Rural Settlement Zone) so that the
more restrictive land use regime, development parameters and procedural directions are better
reflected.
C.10

Setbacks from road
boundaries

PDC 25 in the Design and Appearance General section of Council’s Dev Plan specifies particular
setback distances for buildings and structures from Port Wakefield Road (50m) and 20m from other
roads (other than in townships or settlements).
Council believes that it is desirable that these setback criteria be retained in the Code structure as they
provide suitable criteria to retain rural vistas when travelling along key roads.

C.11

Car parking provision

Council’s reading of Table 1 in the Transport, Access and Parking General section setting out the offstreet car parking requirements indicates that the parking rates have generally been revised
downwards.
Whilst this may not be such an issue in the metropolitan area where public transport and the options of
cycling and walking are much more readily available, access to facilities and services in the regional
areas are car-reliant. As such, particularly for larger scale proposals, adequate car parking space is a
necessity. Compromising on a reduced on-site parking ratio could have the potential to lead to
congestion, negative impacts on the public streetscape realm and driver frustration.

Recommendation
That the Commission note Council’s desired to
incorporate the identified setback distances and facilitate
this within the Code structure in the most appropriate
manner.
Recommendation
That the Commission review the off-street car parking
requirements specified in Table 1 in the Transport,
Access and Parking General section with an aim of
upgrading, revising and amending the criteria for the
classes of development listed to reflect non-metropolitan
circumstances, and at least incorporate Council’s
existing car parking rates as highlighted.

The following Table compares key uses between the current Table Mal/1 with the Code’s and makes
recommendations as to Council’s preference in retaining some of the existing car parking requirements
listed in the Dev Plan –

Adelaide Plains Council

Planning & Design Code submission
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Code subject

Issue

Recommendation

Class of Development

Development Plan

P&D Code

Recommendation

Detached/Semi/Row
Dwelling

1 covered space
per dwelling and 1
visitor space per 3
bedrooms

1 or 2 bedroom dwelling –
1 space per dwelling

Reinstate existing criteria

1 covered space
per dwelling unit,
plus 1 space per 2
dwelling units for
visitor car parking

1 or 2 bedroom dwelling –
1 space per dwelling

Group/Res. Flat

3 or more bedroom
dwelling – 2 spaces per
dwelling

3 or more bedroom
dwelling – 2 spaces per
dwelling

Reinstate existing criteria,
especially visitor car parking
rates

0.33 spaces per dwelling
for visitor parking where
development involves 3
or more dwellings
Aged Accommodation

1 covered space
per 10 beds plus 1
per 2 staff persons
plus 1 per 5
residents (for
visitors)

0.3 spaces per bed

Reinstate existing criteria

Nursing Home

1 per 4 beds

0.3 spaces per bed

Reinstate existing criteria

Office

1 per 30 square
metres of total floor
area with a min 2
parking spaces

4 per 100m2

Reinstate existing criteria

Shop (other than bulky
goods outlet or restaurant)

1 per 20 square
meters of total floor
area

7 spaces per 100m2 of
gross leasable floor area
where not located in an
integrated complex
containing two or more
tenancies (and which
may comprise more than
one building) where
facilities for off-street
vehicle parking, vehicle
loading and unloading,
and the storage and
collection of refuse are
shared.

Reinstate existing criteria

6 spaces per 100m2 of
gross leasable floor area
where located in an
integrated complex
containing two or more
tenancies (and which
may comprise more than
one building) where
facilities for off-street
vehicle parking, vehicle

Adelaide Plains Council
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Code subject

Issue

Recommendation
loading and unloading,
and the storage and
collection of refuse are
shared.

Place of Worship

1 per 7 seats

1 per 3 seats

Excessive increase.

Hospital

1 per 3 beds

15 per 3 beds (5 spaces
per bed)

Excessive increase.

Consulting Room

3 spaces per room

4 spaces per 100m2

Reinstate existing criteria

Hotel

1 per 3 square
metres of floor area
used as a bar, 1 per
9 square metres of
lounge, dining room
or beer garden floor
area; or 1 per 3
guest rooms
(whichever provides
the larger car
parking number).

1 space for every 2m2 of
total floor area in a public
bar plus 1 space for every
6m2 of total floor area
available to the public in
a lounge, beer garden or
other licensed area.

Reinstate existing criteria

Restaurant

1 per 15 square
metres of total floor
area

Premises with a dine-in
service only - 0.4 spaces
per seat.

Need to be reviewed as to the
method of calculating the car
parking rate since the basis
for the calculation has
changed.

Reinstate existing criteria

Premises with a dine-in
and take-away services 0.55 spaces per seat.

Reinstate existing criteria

[Note: requirements
associated with a drivethrough service are to be
considered separately to
the parking rates
mentioned herein]
Industry

Adelaide Plains Council

1 car parking space
for each 50 square
metres or part
thereof for the first
200 square metres
of total floor area,
plus 1 additional car
parking space for
each 75 square
metres or part
thereof where the
total floor area is
more than 200
square metres and
up to 2000 square
metres, plus1
additional car
parking space for
each 150 square
metres of floor area

If employee numbers are
known - 1 space per
employee with a
minimum of 2 spaces per
premises.
If employee numbers are
unknown - 1.85 spaces
per 100m2 of total floor
area with a minimum of 2
spaces per premises.

Planning & Design Code submission

Need to be reviewed as to the
method of calculating the car
parking rate since the basis
for the calculation has
changed.
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Code subject

Issue

Recommendation
or part thereof
exceeding 2000
metres.

Store

Warehouse

1 per 150 square
metres of total floor
area or 1 per 3
employees
(whichever provides
the larger car
parking number).

If employee numbers and
known - 1 space per
employee with a
minimum of 2 spaces per
premises.

1 per 150 square
metres of total floor
area or 1 per 3
employees
(whichever provides
the larger car
parking number).

If employee numbers are
known - 1 space per
employee with a
minimum of 2 spaces per
premises.

Reinstate existing criteria

If employee numbers are
unknown - 1.85 spaces
per 100m2 of total
building floor area with a
minimum of 2 spaces per
premises.
Reinstate existing criteria

If employee numbers are
unknown - 1.85 spaces
per 100m2 of total floor
area with a minimum of 2
spaces per premises

Council recommends that these parking rate criteria be reviewed in light of regional and country area
requirements to reflect best practice acknowledging that other transport options are extremely limited
with the aim of at least reinstating Council’s existing parking rates as highlighted.
C.12

Zone-by-zone analyses

A separate Addendum is attached to this submission which highlights the work undertaken with a
zone-by-zone analysis (ie current Development Plan zone v. Code zone) to get a ‘snapshot’ picture of
key policy similarities and differences between the zones, including the procedural matters.
This work has helped inform, in part, the commentary and recommendations in section C of this
submission as above.
This drills down into the policy detail and development parameters and helps identify where specific
changes have been made to current zone provisions. This body of work will be helpful in discussing
with the Department the ‘nitty gritty’ revisions that Council believes are necessary to retain in order to
maintain existing policy parameters. These may be mostly in the form of identifying relevant TNV data
but other issues would also need to be discussed.

Adelaide Plains Council

Planning & Design Code submission

Recommendation
That the Commission note the content of the Addendum
and allow opportunities for Council to interact with and
provide assistance to the Commission and its officers to
work through the specific zone issues in order to
improve the policy content contained within those zones.
Council believes that such a process has the potential to
produce a better overall product that meets Council’s
needs (through enhanced TNV definition and otherwise)
and, one would expect, for the Code itself.
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ADDENDUM

Adelaide Plains Council - Planning & Design Code - Zone-by-Zone Analysis
Employment

P&D Code submission

Suburban Employment
Similarities

Building height

Building bulk: 45 degree plane, measured 3m above ground
Overshadowing: 30 degree plane, measures 3m above ground

Secondary street setback

3m from one side boundary for vehicle access

Landscaping

10% site coverage
1.5m dimension

Differences
Land uses

Higher impacting
Key transport links & business clusters

Low impact complimenting other zones

Site dimensions

2,500m2
30m frontage

1,250m2
20m frontage

Primary street setback

8m for buildings under 6m
10m for buildings over 6m

3m

Secondary street setback

4m

2m
6.5m width rear access way

Landscaping

5m along highway/zone perimeter
3m along zone perimeter fronting public road/main road frontage

Advertisements

6m height
8m2 advertisement face

Restricted developments
Industry
Shop

Class of development

4m height
3m2 advertisement face
Exclusions
Special Industry
Where either:
a) < 1,000m2 gross leasable floor area
b) Bulky good outlet
c) Ancillary to industry on the same allotment

Industry
Shop

Class of development

Waste reception, storage, treatment or
disposal
Wrecking yard
Public notification

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except
where they involve any of the following:
a) site of the development is adjacent land to land in a different zone
b) development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in Employment Zone
Table 3
c) dwelling
d) pre-school

Exclusions
Light industry
Where either:
a) < 1,000m2 gross leasable floor area
b) Bulky good outlet
c) Ancillary to light industry on the same
allotment

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except
where they involve any of the following:
d) none specified
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e) bulky goods outlet
f) > 500m2 shop, other than where associated with an industry on the same allotment
g) tourist accommodation

Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Industry

Employment
Similarities

Commercial services

Ancillary to and located on same allotment as industry

Primary street setback

8m for buildings under 6m
10m for buildings over 6m

Advertisements

6m height
8m2 advertisement face

Differences
Commercial services

100m2 gross leasable floor area for shops

500m2 gross leasable floor area for shops

Site dimensions

4,000m2
40m frontage

2,500m2
30m frontage

Secondary street setback

3m

4m + 3m from one side boundary for vehicle access

Landscaping

5m width buffer along Port Wakefield Road

5m along highway/zone perimeter
3m along zone perimeter fronting public road/main road frontage
10% site coverage
1.5m dimension

Restricted development

Class of development
Advertisement and/or advertising hoarding

Amusement machine centre
Caravan park
Cemetery
Consulting room
Dog track
Dwelling
Educational establishment
Hall
Horticulture

Exclusions
All of the following satisfied:
a) < 6m height
b) < 8m2 total advertisement area
Does not flash/move

Industry
Shop

Class of development

Exclusions
Special Industry
Where either:
a) < 1,000m2 gross leasable floor area
b) Bulky good outlet
c) Ancillary to industry on the same allotment

a) Ancillary to industrial development
b) Located on the same allotment
a) Ancillary to industrial development
b) Located on the same allotment
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Hospital
Hotel
Intensive animal keeping
Motel
Office
Place of worship
Pre-school
Prescribed mining operations
Residential flat building
Shop
Special industry
Stock slaughter works
Tourist accommodation
Public notification

a) Ancillary to industrial development
b) Located on the same allotment

< 100m2 gross leasable floor area

N/A

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except
where they involve any of the following:
a) site of the development is adjacent land to land in a different zone
b) development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in Employment Zone
Table 3
c) dwelling
d) pre-school
e) bulky goods outlet
f) > 500m2 shop, other than where associated with an industry on the same allotment
g) tourist accommodation
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Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Light Industry

Suburban Employment
Similarities:

Commercial services

Ancillary to and located on same allotment as industry

Land uses

Light industry and commercial allowed on both

Differences:
Commercial services

100m2 gross leasable floor area for shops

500m2 gross leasable floor area for shops

Site dimensions

3,000m2
2,000m2 in Mallala Racetrack Policy Area 2
30m frontage

1,250m2
20m frontage

Primary street setback

20m from Suburban Neighbourhood Zone and Port Wakefield Road

3m

Secondary street setback

2m
6.5m width rear access way

Landscaping

5m width within landscape buffer

10% site coverage
1.5m dimension

Advertisements

6m height
8m2 advertisement face

4m height
3m2 advertisement face

Restricted development

Class of development
Advertisement and/or advertising hoarding

Amusement machine centre
Caravan park
Cemetery
Community centre
Consulting room
Dairy
Dog track
Dwelling
Educational establishment
General industry
Hall
Horticulture
Hospital
Hotel
Intensive animal keeping
Motel
Office

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 6m height
b) < 8m2 total advertisement area
Does not flash/move

Class of development
Industry
Shop

Waste reception, storage, treatment
or disposal
Wrecking yard

Exclusions
Light industry
Where either:
a) < 1,000m2 gross leasable floor area
b) Bulky good outlet
c) Ancillary to light industry on the same allotment

a) Ancillary to industrial development
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b) Located on the same allotment

Place of worship
Pre-school
Prescribed mining operations
Residential flat building
Restaurant
Shop

One of the following:
a) < 100m2 gross leasable floor area
b) Ancillary to envisaged land uses

Special industry
Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter works
Tourist accommodation
Waste reception, storage, treatment or
disposal
Wrecking yard
Public notification

Recycling collection depot

N/A

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except
where they involve any of the following:
d) none specified
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Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Residential

General Neighbourhood

Suburban Neighbourhood

Similarities:
Desired outcome

Variety of non-residential services within easy reach of neighbourhood zones (all share same development suggestions)

Community services

Small-scale shops: 100m2 gross leasable area
Larger-scale: 200m2 & proximity to activity centre

Building height

2 storeys
9m height

Secondary street setback

3m + 0.5m every metre above 3m wall

0.9m

N/A

3m height
10m length
Limited to 45% of side boundary

Boundary walls

Differences:
Desired outcome

Low-rise low density
Increasing dwelling density in close proximity to centres

Low-rise, low & medium density

Low or very-low density

Site dimensions & land division

Detached: 450m2 & 15m frontage
Semi-detached: 300m2 & 10m frontage
Row/terrace (averaged): 300m2 & 10m frontage
Group: 350m2 & 20m frontage
Flat-building (averaged): 250m2 & 20m frontage
Connected to Community Wastewater System: 80m2 private open space & 2 off-street
parking spaces per dwelling
Not connected: 1,200m2 site area

Detached: 300m2 & 9m frontage
Detached (Battle-axe site): 300m2 & 5m
frontage
Semi-detached: 300m2 & 9m frontage
Row/terrace (averaged): 200m2 & 7m frontage
Group/flat-building (total): 300m2 & 15m
frontage

<12.5% slope: 1,200m2 & 12m frontage
>12.5-25% slope: 1,000m2 & 15m
frontage
>25% slope: 1,500m2 & 20m frontage

Primary street setback

5m + 1m every metre above 3m wall

8m when arterial road
5m from any other road
1.5m closer if porch/patio/balcony/veranda

8m

Side boundary setback

1m + 0.5m every metre above 3m wall

N/A

>800m2: 1.9m (+ 1/3 of height over 3m if
south)
<800m2: 0.9m

Rear boundary setback

1m + 0.5m every metre above 3m wall

N/A

3m for 1 storey
5m for 2 storeys

Façade design

N/A

Dwellings require 3+ of:
porch/balcony/veranda/eaves/50% upper level
forward 0.3m from lower level/25% is 0.3m
setback

N/A
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Restricted development

Class of development
Advertisement and/or advertising
hoarding
Amusement machine centre
Auction room
Building/structure within any of the
Flood Hazard Risk Areas

Bus depot
Bus station
Cemetery
Consulting room

Crematorium
Dairy
Dog track
Electricity substation
Entertainment venue
Farming
Fence within any of the Flood Hazard
Risk Areas

Filling of land in the Gawler or Light
River Flood Plain
Fuel depot
Horse keeping
Horticulture
Hospital
Hotel
Indoor recreation centre
Industry
Intensive animal keeping
Land division creating allotments < 40
hectares in size wholly located within
the Medium or High Flood Hazard
Risk Areas

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 4m height
b) < 4m2 total advertisement area
c) does not flash/move

Class of
development
Shop

Exclusions
< 1,000m2 gross
leasable floor area

Class of
development
Shop

Exclusions
< 1,000m2 gross
leasable floor area

One of the following:
a) Facilitates provision of public infrastructure
for flood mitigation or flood management
purposes
b) Located on land within the Low or Medium
Flood Hazard Risk Areas
c) involves the construction of an open sided
structure

a) < 150m2 total floor area
b) < 80m2 total floor area in Residential Policy
Area 4 and Residential Policy Area 6
c) site not fronting an arterial road

One of the following:
a) Located within the Low Flood Hazard Risk
Area and either:
- fencing maintains mesh size > 100mm
between ground level and 300mm
- fence located within 10m of dwelling/building
b) Located within the Medium or High Flood
Hazard Risk Areas and either:
- post and wire fence with mesh size > 100mm
- fence located within 10m of dwelling/building
Direct consequence of and necessary for
building work or facilitates provision of public
infrastructure for flood mitigation or flood
management purposes

Facilitates provision of public infrastructure for
flood mitigation or flood management
purposes
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Motor repair station
Office

Petrol filling station
Public service depot
Radio or television station
Restaurant
Road transport terminal
Service trade premises
Shop
Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter works
Store
Warehouse
Waste reception, storage, treatment
or disposal
Wrecking yard
Public notification

Category 1
Additions and alterations to the
existing public service depot
Aged person’s accommodation (1
storey) in Residential Policy Area 6
Nursing home (1 storey) in
Residential Policy Area 6
Retirement village (1 storey) in
Residential Policy Area 6

a) < 50m2 total floor area
b) < 80m2 total floor area in Residential Policy
Area 4
c) site not fronting an arterial road
d) conjunction with residential use
On site of existing Council depot

Residential Policy Area 4: Development
associated with a Community Wastewater
Management system/treatment plant and
ancillary infrastructure
Category 2
Aged person’s accommodation (2 or 3 storeys)
in Residential Policy Area 6
Group dwelling (3 storeys) in Residential
Policy Area 6
Nursing home (2 or 3 storeys) in Residential
Policy Area 6
Residential flat building (3 storeys) in
Residential Policy Area 6
Retirement village (2 or 3 storeys) in
Residential Policy Area 6

All classes of performance assessed
development are excluded from notification
except where they involve any of the
following:
a) site of the development is adjacent land to
land in a different zone
b) development identified as ‘all other code
assessed’ development in Suburban
Neighbourhood (Medium Density) Zone
Table 3
c) development involving the creation of 4+
additional dwellings
d) dwellings that do not satisfy DTS/DPF 2.1,
4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 7.1, 7.2, and 8.1
e) buildings over height specified in DTS 4.1

All classes of performance assessed
development are excluded from
notification except where they involve
any of the following:
a) site of the development is adjacent
land to land in a different zone
b) development identified as ‘all other
code assessed’ development in
Suburban Neighbourhood (Low
Density) Zone Table 3
c) development involving the creation
of 4+ additional dwellings
d) dwellings that do not satisfy
DTS/DPF 2.1, 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 7.1,
7.2, and 8.1
e) buildings over height specified in
DTS/DPF 4.1
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Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Suburban Neighbourhood

Housing Diversity
Similarities:

Desired outcome

Low-rise, medium density
Variety of non-residential services within easy reach of neighbourhood zones (share same development suggestions)

Primary street setback

8m when arterial road
3m from other roads

Rear boundary setback

3m for 1 storey
5m for 2 storeys
5m + increase in wall height over 6/7m for 3+ storeys

Differences:
Commercial services

Shops: 500m2 gross leasable area (total within activity centres)

Small-scale shops: 100m2 gross leasable area,
Larger-scale: 200m2 & proximity to activity centre

Site dimensions

15 dwellings per hectare net density if adjoining activity centres > 2,000m2
Detached:250m2 & 7m frontage
Semi-detached: 200m2 & 6m frontage
Row: 125m2 & 5m frontage
Group/flat-building (averaged): 200m2

70 dwellings per hectare net density
Flat buildings 2+ storeys: 20m building depth/length & 4m setback from other dwellings

Building height

3 storeys (4 if adjacent activity centre/open space)

2 storeys
9m height

Primary street setback

1.5m if adjacent to public reserve over 2,000m2
No requirement where land is within activity centre

1.5m closer if porch/patio/balcony/veranda

Secondary street setback

8m when arterial road
0.9m from other roads

0.9m

Boundary walls

3.5m height
8m length

3m height
10m length
Limited to 45% of side boundary

Side boundary setback

Wall <7m: 0.9m
Wall >7m: 2m

Wall <3m: 0.9m
Wall >3m: 0.9m + 1/3 of height over 3m

Façade design

Diversity of interest within activity centres

Dwellings require 3+ of: porch/balcony/veranda/eaves/50% upper level forward 0.3m from
lower level/25% is 0.3m setback
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Restricted development

Class of development
Crematorium
Dairy
Farming
Fuel depot
Horse keeping
Horticulture
Hospital
Industry
Intensive animal keeping
Land division exceeding 1,500 total
allotments created in the zone
Public service depot
Road transport terminal
Service trade premises
Stock slaughter works
Warehouse
Waste reception, storage, treatment or
disposal

Exclusions

Shop

Class of development

Exclusions
< 1,000m2 gross leasable floor area

Where a new road access onto Port
Wakefield Road has been constructed

Development associated with a
Community Wastewater Management
system/treatment plant and ancillary
infrastructure
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Public notification
Advertisement

Category 1

Aged persons accommodation
All forms of development that are
ancillary with residential development
Community centre (except where
adjacent an existing/approved dwelling)
Consulting room (except where adjacent
an existing/approved dwelling)
Dwelling
Educational establishment (except where
adjacent an existing/approved dwelling)
Nursing home
Office that is ancillary with a dwelling
Office (other than ancillary with a dwelling
– except where adjacent an
existing/approved dwelling)
Place of worship (except where adjacent
an existing/approved dwelling)
Personal service establishment (except
where adjacent an existing/approved
dwelling)
Pre-school (except where adjacent an
existing/approved dwelling)
Primary school (except where adjacent
an existing/approved dwelling)
Residential flat building
Retirement village
Shop with < 500m2 gross leasable area
(except where adjacent an existing or
approved dwelling)
Supported accommodation

Category 2
All forms of development not listed as
category 1

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except
where they involve any of the following:
a) site of the development is adjacent land to land in a different zone
b) development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in Suburban
Neighbourhood (Medium Density) Zone Table 3
c) development involving the creation of 4+ additional dwellings
d) dwellings that do not satisfy DTS/DPF 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 6.1, 6.2, 7.1, 8.1, and 9.1
e) non-residential development
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Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Community

Community Facilities
Similarities:

Desired outcome

Provision of community, educational, recreational & health care facilities

Differences:
Desired outcome

Base promoting efficient service delivery
Sporting, entertainment, cultural, recreational facilities & associated spectator

Low-to-medium rise buildings with highest density form at centre

Landscaping

Provision of shade & shelter
Retain native vegetation & use locally indigenous plant species
Greenspace pathways providing linkage and habitat creation
Pathways for walkers and cyclists

N/A

Land division

No additional allotments
Land divisions should allow more efficient land use meeting zone objectives

N/A

Advertisements

4m height
4m2 advertisement face
Static display

N/A

Restricted development

Class of development
Advertisement and/or advertising hoarding
within Recreation Policy Area 1
Auction room within Recreation Policy Area 1
Bus depot within Recreation Policy Area 1
Bus station within Recreation Policy Area 1
Consulting room within Recreation Policy
Area 1
Crematorium within Recreation Policy Area 1
Dwelling within Recreation Policy Area 1
Farm building within Recreation Policy Area 1
Fuel depot
Hospital within Recreation Policy Area 1
Horticulture
Hotel within Recreation Policy Area 1
Industry
Intensive animal keeping
Land division within Recreation Policy Area 1
Motel within Recreation Policy Area 1

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 4m height
b) < 4m2 total advertisement area
c) does not flash/move

Class of development
None specified

Exclusions

Where no additional allotments are
created partly or wholly within the
Recreation Policy Area 1
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Public service depot
Motor repair station
Nursing home within Recreation Policy Area
1
Office within Recreation Policy Area 1
Petrol filling station
Place of worship
Residential flat building within Recreation
Policy Area 1
Road transport terminal
Service trade premises
Shop

Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter works
Store
Warehouse
Waste reception, storage, treatment or
disposal
Wrecking yard
Public notification

Category 1
Any of the following, where located within
Recreation Policy Area 1:
a) community centre
b) indoor recreation centre
c) recreation area
d) stalls or displays associated with a
community market

Associated with existing public
service depot within Two Wells

Associated with community or
recreation facilities

Within the Recreation Policy Area 1
where one of the following applies:
a) < 150m2 gross leasable floor area
and associated with recreational
activities
b) stalls or displays associated with
a community market

Development associated with
existing waste transfer facility within
Two Wells
Category 2

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except
where they involve any of the following:
a) site of the development is adjacent land to land in a different zone
b) development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in Community Facilities
Zone Table 3
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Development Plan
Bulk Handling
Mallala Precinct 2

Light Industry
Two Wells Precinct 1

Mallala Light Industry Precinct 4

Differences:
Commercial services

Activity can only occur where compatible with bulk handling,
transportation & storage, and adjoins residential areas

N/A

N/A

Site dimensions

3,000m2 site area
30m frontage

N/A

N/A

Roads & vehicles

No development causing increase in traffic:
- at the junction of Cameron Terrace South and Mallala-Two
Wells Road until ARTC rail crossing has been upgraded to an
active crossing
- until a new public road connecting Light Industry Zone with
Mallala-Two Wells Road at its junction with Cameron Terrace
South is constructed

Area close to Two Wells requires access to and from Port
Wakefield Road via Middle Beach Road
No new vehicle ingress/egress from Port Wakefield
developments

No development causing increase in traffic:
- at the junction of Cameron Terrace South and MallalaTwo Wells Road until ARTC rail crossing has been
upgraded to an active crossing
- until a new public road between Bulk Handling Zone
and Dublin road

Development

Area close to Mallala township allows intermodal rail freight
terminal facilities

Development leading to creation of emissions should be
located to minimise the effect on land for urban purposes in
the Deferred Urban Zone

Dust emissions controlled through roadways and parking
areas being sufficiently surfaced

Landscaping

Buffer area for dense landscaping along the common boundary
with Residential Zone

N/A

Buffer area for landscaping adjacent road frontages
Retains native vegetation

Restricted development

Class of development
Advertisement and/or advertising hoarding
Amusement machine centre
Community centre
Consulting room
Dwelling
Educational establishment
Fuel depot
General industry
Horticulture
Hospital
Hotel
Intensive animal keeping
Motel
Motor repair station
Nursing home
Petrol filling station

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 6m height
b) < 8m2 total advertisement area

a) located within Precinct 1 Two Wells
b) associated with bulk handling activity

Class of development
Advertisement and/or
advertising hoarding

Amusement machine
centre
Caravan park
Cemetery
Community centre
Consulting room
Dairy
Dog track
Dwelling
Educational establishment
General industry
Hall
Horticulture
Hospital

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 6m height
b) < 8m2 total
advertisement area
Does not flash/move
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Place of worship
Pre-school
Residential flat building
Service trade premises
Shop
Special industry
Tourist accommodation
Waste reception, storage, treatment or disposal
Wrecking yard

< 50m2 gross leasable floor area

Hotel
Intensive animal keeping
Motel
Office

a) Ancillary to industrial
development
b) Located on the same
allotment

Place of worship
Pre-school
Prescribed mining
operations
Residential flat building
Restaurant
Shop

One of the following:
a) < 100m2 gross
leasable floor area
b) Ancillary to envisaged
land uses

Special industry
Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter works
Tourist accommodation
Waste reception, storage,
treatment or disposal
Wrecking yard
Public notification

Category 1

Category 2
Facilities for the bulk receiving, storage and dispatch of
farm commodities

Recycling collection
depot

N/A
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Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Animal Husbandry

Rural Living

Animal Husbandry Subzone

Similarities:
Desired outcome

Large-scale horse and dog keeping
Large allotments with detached dwellings
Home-based, low-intensity business and rural activities ancillary to dwelling

Land division

Min. site area of 1 hectare (10,000m2)
Min. frontage to public road 50m

Site area

Max. 25% of allotment total combined floor area

Home-based industry/offices

Small-scale uses (offices, shops, consulting rooms & light industry):
- Max. 100m2 total floor area

Differences:
Land division

Battle-axe allotment:
- Min. 6m frontage to public road
- Max. 30m driveway ‘handle’ length

Site area

N/A

Max. 1 dwelling per allotment

Buildings, structures and exercise facilities:
Allotment boundary setback: 35m
Building height: 5m
Site area: 150m2
Landscaping around the perimeter: 1m in width

Dwelling dimensions

Primary setback: 15m + 1m every 0.5m above 3m wall height
Secondary setback: 8m + 1m every 0.5m above 3m wall height
Side boundary setback: 5m + 1m every 0.5m above 3m wall height
Rear boundary setback: 20m
Building height: 2 storeys

Allotment boundary setback: 15m
Building height: 2 storeys & 9m

N/A

Floor area: 300m2
Building height: 6.5m
Wall height: 4.2m
Primary setback (< 36m2 floor area/ < 2.7m wall height): 15m
Primary setback (> 36m2 floor area/ > 2.7m wall height): 20m
Side road boundary setback: 8m + 3m every 0.5m over 2.7m wall
height
Side boundary setback: 5m + 1 m every 0.5m over 2.7m wall height
Rear boundary setback: 12m
Materials storage area: max. 20m2
Max. 3 people involved in the industry
Max. 1 commercial vehicle
No public sale of produced goods
Mon – Friday: 8am – 6pm
Saturday: 8am – 12 noon

Small-scale uses (offices, shops, light industry)
Avoids adverse interface conflicts with other land uses
Allotment boundary setback: 25m
Building height: 1 storey & 6m
Wall height: 3m
Sheet metal must be pre-colour treated in non-reflective
colour

Home-based industry/office site
dimensions

Dwelling additions:
- must be setback from main face of the dwelling
Wall height: 6m
N/A

Outbuildings:
Primary setback: at least distance of ancillary building
Floor area: max. 100m2
Wall height: 4m
Roof height: 5m
Max. 2 buildings on the same allotment
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Stables site dimensions

Primary setback: <54m2 floor area & <2.7m height: 15m
Primary setback: >54m2 floor area & >2.7m height: 35m
Side road boundary setback: 8m + 3m every 0.5m over 2.7m wall
height
Side boundary setback: 8m + 1m every 0.5m over 2.7m wall height
Rear boundary setback: 12m

Max. 2 horses per allotment
0.5 hectare (5,000m2) grazing area
Allotment boundary setback: 25m
Building height: max. 5m
Site area: 100m2 & 10% of allotment

3.7m x 3.7m dimensions per horse
Kick boards around internal walls
Enclosed day yard: 50m2 per horse
Allotment boundary setback: 50m

Dog kennels site dimensions

Primary setback: 15m
Side road boundary setback: 10m
Side boundary setback: 10m where kennel is sealed & 20m where
kennel opens towards side boundary
Rear boundary setback: 12m

Allotment boundary setback: 25m
Building height: max. 5m
Site area: 100m2 & 10% of allotment

Max. 20 dogs per allotment
Allotment boundary setback: 35m
Building height: 5m
Site area: 150m2 & 25% of allotment
Landscaping: 1m in width around the perimeter

Horticulture within structures

Floor area: 300m2
No public sale of produced goods
Permanently occupied residence on subject land
Primary road frontage: 20m
Side road boundary setback: 8m + 1m every 0.5m over 2.7m wall
height
Allotment side boundary: 5m + 1m every 0.5m over 2.7m wall
height
Rear boundary setback: 12m

N/A

N/A

Veterinary clinic dimensions

Consultants permanent residence
Purpose built facility not exceeding dwelling dimensions
Primary setback: 15m
Secondary setback: 10m
Rear boundary setback: 12m
Floor area: 200m2
Building height: 8m or 2 storeys
Advertisements: 3m height & 1.5m2 area

N/A

N/A

Vehicle parking

Vehicle weight: < 9 tonnes unladen
Primary road frontage: 15m
Side road boundary setback: 8m
Allotment side boundary setback: 5m
Rear boundary setback: 12m
Sealed driveways (minimise dust/withstand weight)
Avoiding potential movement nuisances for adjoining neighbours
(noise, dust, vibrations, odours, or hazards)
No refrigerated trailers operated on property
No trans-shipment freight handling
No storage of un-coupled trailers
Screening of vehicles from public view
Vehicle operating times:
Mon – Saturday: 6am – 8pm
Sunday/public holidays: 10:30am – 5pm

Carports & verandas:
Primary setback: at least distance of ancillary building
Floor area: 80m2
Post height: 3m
Roof height: 5m

N/A

Restricted development

Class of development
Advertisement and/or
advertising hoarding
Amusement machine centre

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 2m height
b) < 3m2 total advertisement
area

Class of development
Shop

Exclusions
Restaurant
< 200m2 gross leasable
floor area
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Building or structure within
any Flood Hazard Risk Area

Bus depot/station
Caravan park
Consulting room

Crematorium
Dairy
Dwelling

Fence within any of the
Flood Hazard Risk Areas

Filling and/or excavation of
land within the High Flood
Hazard Risk Area

Fuel depot
Hospital
Horse keeping within High
Flood Hazard Risk Area
Hotel

One of the following:
a) Facilitates provision of public
infrastructure for flood
mitigation or flood management
purposes
b) located on land within the
Low or Medium Flood Hazard
Risk Areas and has a total floor
area < 25% of the area of the
allotment
c) involves the construction of
an open sided structure
Veterinary consulting room
located outside of the Medium
or High Flood Hazard Risk
Areas
Detached and/or group dwelling
which:
a) not located within High Flood
Hazard Risk Area
b) does not require access to a
dwelling by road across land
within the High Flood Hazard
Risk Area
Either:
a) located within Low Flood
Hazard Risk Area and either:
- fencing mesh sized > 100mm
between ground level and
300mm
- fence located within 10m of a
dwelling/building
b) located within Medium or
High Flood Hazard Risk Area
and either:
- post and wire fence sized >
100mm
- fence located within 10m of a
dwelling/building
Where is a direct consequence
of and necessary for building
work
Facilitates the provision of
public infrastructure for flood
mitigation or flood management
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Industry
Intensive animal keeping
Land division

Motel
Motor repair station
Motor racing/testing venue
Office
Outbuilding

Parking/storage of a vehicle
> 9 tonnes unladen weight
Petrol filling station
Primary school
Public service depot
Residential park
Residential flat building
Service trade premises
Shop
Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter works
Store
Supported accommodation
Warehouse
Waste reception, storage,
treatment or disposal
Wrecking yard
Public notification

Category 1
Horse keeping (including
stables) involving max. 2
horses on allotment < 5 ha

Light industry in form of a
cottage industry/home business
Keeping of dogs and kennels
not located within the High
Flood Hazard Risk Area
Either:
a) required for facilitating the
provision of public infrastructure
for flood mitigation or flood
management purposes
b) land division results in:
- creation of an allotment(s) >
40 hectares in size wholly
located within the Medium or
High Flood Hazard Risk Areas
- in all other cases, results in
the creation of an allotment(s)
of > 1 hectare

Office in association with a
home based industry or activity
All of the following:
a) < 6.5m building height
b) total floor area of kennels,
animal pens, sheds, stables,
garages and other outbuildings
< 25% of total allotment area
Where it is for a horse float

< 80m2 gross leasable area

Category 2
Horse keeping over 1 horse per
3 ha on an allotment > 5 ha

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except where they involve any of
the following:
a) site of the development is adjacent land to land in a different zone
b) development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in Rural Living Zone Table 4
c) > 1 dwelling per allotment
d) > 2 storeys (over 9m) building height
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Free-range horse keeping
not over 1 horse per 3 ha
Parking/storage of a
commercial vehicle not
over 9 tonne unladen
weight
Keeping of up to 9 dogs in
kennel(s) on an allotment

Horse keeping (including
stables) involving > 2 horses on
allotment < 5 ha
Light industry in the form of a
cottage industry/home business
Keeping of between 10-30 dogs
in kennel(s) on an allotment

e) > 100m2 floor area for the following:
- Consulting room
- Industry
- Office
- Shop
f) industry
g) intensive animal husbandry
h) renewable energy facilities
i) tourist accommodation
j) wind farm
k) wind monitoring mast
l) telecommunication facility
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Planning & Design Code
Township Main Street

Township Activity Centre

Desired outcome

Community Facilities

Low-to-medium rise buildings

Commercial services

Consulting room
Office
Shop

Commercial services

All must be located on ground floor level
Shops: 500m2 gross leasable area

Bulky goods outlets >500m2 must be located towards the
periphery

Built form

Consistent with adjacent buildings
Flexible in accommodating a range of land uses
Pedestrian linkages
Minimises need for vehicle crossovers on the main street (avoid
disruption of built form)
Shelter and shade provided over footpaths (structures such as
awnings, canopies and verandas)

Pedestrian/vehicular/visual linkages between built form and
adjoining main roads
Streetscapes and spaces that encourage social interaction
Dwellings (developed in conjunction with non-residential uses and
sited above/behind on the same allotment)

Land division

N/A

Allotments suitable for business and community facilities

Building height

Low-to-medium rise buildings consistent with adjacent traditional
buildings
3.5m ceiling height on ground floor

3 storeys
12m height

N/A

Boundary walls

Consistent with adjacent traditional buildings

N/A

N/A

Rear boundary setback

3m
> 6.5m wide rear access ways required

N/A

N/A

Street boundary
setback

Buildings constructed to side boundaries (continuity of street
façade)
Frequently repeated frontages

Align with buildings on adjoining land

Façade design

Consistent with adjacent traditional buildings
Clear-glazed narrow shop front displays above raised display
levels
Recessed entries
> 50% of ground floor frontage visually permeable

Advertisements

Non-visually dominant
Freestanding

8m height
6m2 advertisement face
Freestanding

Restricted development

Class of development
Industry

Public notification

a) development on a site located adjacent a dwelling within a
neighbourhood zone and which comprises:

Exclusions

Class of development
Industry

Exclusions
Light industry

a) development on a site located adjacent a dwelling within a
neighbourhood zone and which comprises:

Class of development
None specified

Exclusions

a) site of the development is adjacent land to land in a
different zone
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- development identified as ‘all other code assessed’
development in Township Main Street Zone Table 3
- construction of a building which does not satisfy DTS/DPF
3.1 to 3.3
- the construction of or change of use to a retail fuel outlet,
educational establishment, emergency services facility,
entertainment venue, hospital, hotel, or light industry

- development identified as ‘all other code assessed’
development in Township Activity Centre Zone Table 3
- construction of a building which does not satisfy DTS 3.2 to
3.4
- the construction of or change of use to a retail fuel outlet,
educational establishment, emergency services facility,
entertainment venue, hospital, hotel, or light industry

b) development identified as ‘all other code assessed’
development in Community Facilities Zone Table 3
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Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Town Centre

Township Activity Centre
Similarities:

Desired outcome

Active and accessible centre providing a range of facilities and services to residents and visitors from the surrounding broader region

Land uses

Retail
Office
Commercial
Entertainment
Dwellings (developed in conjunction with non-residential uses and sited above/behind on the same allotment)
Community
Religious
Educational
Medical services
Health
Tourism
Service trade
Cultural
Public uses

Differences:
Desired outcome

- Conservation and upgrading of buildings and places of heritage significance
- Rationalise vehicle access, car parking and major pedestrian movement paths
to help create a safer and more efficient environment
- Development of vacant allotments and viable use of existing buildings
- Business and associated development contained within the zone to keep it as
compact and efficient as possible with on-site car parking facilities

Land uses

- Public administration
Developed to minimise potential amenity impacts on sensitive land uses

- Bulky goods outlets (>500m2 must be located towards the periphery)
- Indoor recreation facility
- Public transport terminal
- Recreation area

Built form

- Development sympathetic to the scale and form of existing buildings
- Development must incorporate environmentally sustainable building design +
eco-friendly, water sensitive design techniques, stormwater detention and/or
retention and flood mitigation measures (maximise reuse opportunities)

Pedestrian/vehicular/visual linkages between built form and adjoining main roads
Streetscapes and spaces that encourage social interaction

Land division

New allotments must be of a size and configuration to ensure the objectives of
the zone can be achieved

Allotments suitable for business and community facilities

Building height

N/A

Low-to-medium rise buildings
3 storeys or 12m height

Street setback

N/A

Align with buildings on adjoining land to contribute to consistent established streetscape

Landscaping

Low maintenance, water wise native shrubs of compact/low form
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Reduced high maintenance areas
Advertisements

Restricted development

Designed and sited with regard to historic features of the locality
Subdued and of traditional styles and appearance
Class of development
Advertisement and/or
advertising hoarding
Dairy
Dwelling
Electricity substation
Fuel depot
General industry
Horse keeping
Horticulture
Intensive animal keeping
Public service depot
Railway yard
Residential flat building
Road transport terminal
Special industry
Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter works
Waste reception, storage,
treatment or disposal
Waste water treatment
plant
Wrecking yard

Public notification

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 6m height
b) < 8m2 total advertisement area
c) does not flash/move

8m height
6m2 advertisement face
Freestanding
Class of development
Industry

Exclusions
Light industry

a) Ancillary to non-residential development
b) Located on the same allotment

Associated with existing public service depot
Located on same allotment and located behind
or above non-residential development

Associated with existing waste transfer facility

N/A

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded
from notification except where they involve any of the following:
a) development on a site located adjacent a dwelling within a
neighbourhood zone and which comprises:
- development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in
Township Activity Centre Zone Table 3
- construction of a building which does not satisfy DTS 3.2 to 3.4
- the construction of or change of use to a retail fuel outlet,
educational establishment, emergency services facility,
entertainment venue, hospital, hotel, or light industry
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Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Two Wells Town Centre Policy Area 5
- Area 1 Town Centre

Township Main Street
Similarities:

Land uses

Retail
Office
Commercial
Entertainment
Dwellings (developed in conjunction with non-residential uses and sited above/behind on the same allotment)
Community
Religious
Educational
Medical services
Health
Tourism
Service trade
Cultural
Public uses

Parking

Off-street parking at rear of new buildings

Differences:
Desired outcome

a) Rationalise vehicle access, car parking and major pedestrian movement
paths for a safer and more efficient environment
b) Residential growth anticipated primarily to the north of Mallala Road –
accommodated by commercial, retail and community services provided along
the main street
c) Integrated community open space, historic sites, new retail centres,
commercial premises, medium density residential development and civic
buildings, retaining the key character of the town
d) Development should not increase potential for blockage of flood ways or
alter flow paths, or remove areas of flood storage (buildings should be
designed and located to prevent entry by flood waters (until a community
wastewater management system is provided to service the policy area,
development subject to inundation will need to provide an onsite wastewater
management system)

Active, accessible and welcoming main street environment for local residents and visitors to shop, work, and relax
Development contributes to vibrancy and activity of public spaces and reinforces the traditional main street
character

Area 1 Town centre:
a) Maintain thriving commercial and retail main street (Old Port Wakefield
Road) of Two Wells, combining existing and new development to form a
cohesive streetscape. Laneways, promenades and other spaces should
provide links for accessibility and walkability with new and improved pedestrian
and cycle links connecting the town
b) Parking areas that maximise access and provision, and maintain pedestrian
access along side streets
c) Retain and enhance historic character buildings with active frontages and
adaptive reuses
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d) Re-development of vacant land along the main street and Applebee Road
(creating a built form edge between commercial and residential)
e) Increase accessibility and use provided by Petticoat Lane to create strong
north-east/south-west connection point to the main street

Land uses

Development not found in Township Main Street:
- Public administration (?)
Developed to minimise potential amenity impacts on sensitive land uses

The following must be located on the ground floor level of buildings:
- Consulting room
- Office
- Restaurant
- Shop
Development not found in Town Centre Zone:
- Recreation area (?)
- Indoor recreation facility (?)
- Bulky goods outlet ( < 500m2 gross leasable area)

Built form

Reflects scale of existing buildings
Signage incorporated with built form
Diversity of roof profiles
Solid construction

Consistent with adjacent buildings
Flexible in accommodating a range of land uses
Pedestrian linkages
Minimises need for vehicle crossovers on the main street (avoid disruption of built form)
Shelter and shade provided over footpaths (structures such as awnings, canopies and verandas)

Land division

N/A

Building height

2 storeys (not > State heritage shop at 104 Old Port Wakefield Road, Two
Wells)

Low-to-medium rise buildings consistent with adjacent traditional buildings
3.5m ceiling height on ground floor

Boundary walls

Stone walling to define property boundaries

Consistent with adjacent traditional buildings

Rear boundary setback

N/A

3m
> 6.5m wide rear access ways required

Street boundary
setback

10-12m frontages
Contiguous frontages > 40m require development of side streets and provision
of laneways

Buildings constructed to side boundaries (continuity of street façade)
Frequently repeated frontages

Façade design

High solid-to-void ratio (doorways and articulation increasing permeability and
activation of built form)
Provides continuous veranda lines

Consistent with adjacent traditional buildings
Clear-glazed narrow shop front displays above raised display levels
Recessed entries
> 50% of ground floor frontage visually permeable

Advertisements

Restricted development

Non-visually dominant
Freestanding
Class of
development
Advertisement and/or
advertising hoarding
Dairy
Dwelling

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 6m height
b) < 8m2 total advertisement area
c) does not flash/move

Class of
development
Industry

Exclusions

a) Ancillary to non-residential development
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Electricity substation
Fuel depot
General industry
Horse keeping
Horticulture
Intensive animal
keeping
Public service depot
Railway yard
Residential flat
building
Road transport
terminal
Special industry
Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter
works
Waste reception,
storage, treatment or
disposal
Waste water
treatment plant
Wrecking yard
Public notification

b) Located on the same allotment

Associated with existing public service depot
Located on same allotment and located behind or
above non-residential development

Associated with existing waste transfer facility

N/A

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded from notification except where they involve
any of the following:
a) development on a site located adjacent a dwelling within a neighbourhood zone and which comprises:
- development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in Township Main Street Zone Table 3
- construction of a building which does not satisfy DTS/DPF 3.1 to 3.3
- the construction of or change of use to a retail fuel outlet, educational establishment, emergency services
facility, entertainment venue, hospital, hotel, or light industry
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Differences between Town Centre Zone (Two Wells) and Township Activity Centre
Development Plan

Planning & Design Code

Two Wells Town Centre Policy Area 5
- Area 3 Mixed Use
- Area 4 Commercial

Township Activity Centre

Similarities:
Desired outcome
Land uses

Retail
Office
Commercial
Entertainment
Dwellings (developed in conjunction with non-residential uses and sited above/behind on the same allotment)
Community
Religious
Educational
Medical services
Health
Tourism
Service trade
Cultural
Public uses

Differences:
Desired outcome

a) Rationalise vehicle access, car parking and major pedestrian movement
paths for a safer and more efficient environment
b) Residential growth anticipated primarily to the north of Mallala Road –
accommodated by commercial, retail and community services provided along
the main street
c) Integrated community open space, historic sites, new retail centres,
commercial premises, medium density residential development and civic
buildings, retaining the key character of the town
d) Development should not increase potential for blockage of flood ways or
alter flow paths, or remove areas of flood storage (buildings should be
designed and located to prevent entry by flood waters (until a community
wastewater management system is provided to service the policy area,
development subject to inundation will need to provide an onsite wastewater
management system)
Mixed use:
a) Builds on Town Centre area, providing additional space for commercial,
administrative, retail, office and health practitioner activities
b) Flexible and adaptive building forms to provide opportunity for change in
urban fabric to meet immediate and future needs
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Commercial:
a) Meeting future larger scale retail and commercial requirements of an
increased population, whilst being responsive to existing building form and
modern floor area
b) Opportunity for contemporary new shopping centre (larger shops,
supermarket and other retail facilities – compliment the town centre) between
the main street and Port Wakefield Road
c) Connections between commercial areas and town centre for pedestrian and
vehicle access, with walkways being provided with shade, shelter and amenity
Land uses

- Public administration
- Vertical mixed use developments (offices and apartments located above
ground floor)
- Service areas sited and screened to minimise impacts on developments

- Bulky goods outlets (>500m2 must be located towards the periphery)
- Indoor recreation facility
- Public transport terminal
- Recreation area

Developed to minimise potential amenity impacts on sensitive land uses
Built form

Mixed use:
- Flexible buildings (diversity of styles and forms)
- Retain historic character buildings where able to meet the required function of
development
- Provision of dual access allowing greater permeability
Commercial:
- Large footprint developments suitable for retail
- Country town/agricultural vernacular such as large barns on the edge of town
- Strong pedestrian and vehicle links
- Signage contained within the built form of respective development

Pedestrian/vehicular/visual linkages between built form and adjoining main roads
Streetscapes and spaces that encourage social interaction

Land division

N/A

Allotments suitable for business and community facilities

Building height

Mixed use:
- 1 storey centrally, increases to up to 3 to the north
- Roof lines consistent with existing roof lines
Commercial:
- Max. roofline 9m height (gabled roofs)

Low-to-medium rise buildings
3 storeys or 12m height

Street setback

N/A

Align with buildings on adjoining land to contribute to consistent established streetscape

Façade design

Mixed use:
- 10-12m facades
Commercial:
- Building overhangs and verandas >3m width
- High solid-to-void ratio (window frontages and entrances as active frontages)

N/A

Parking

Mixed use:
- Concealed parking from the main street
Commercial:
- Adequate parking, with easy access to shop frontages and walkways

N/A

Advertisements

8m height
6m2 advertisement face
Freestanding
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Restricted development

Class of development
Advertisement and/or
advertising hoarding
Dairy
Dwelling
Electricity substation
Fuel depot
General industry
Horse keeping
Horticulture
Intensive animal keeping
Public service depot
Railway yard
Residential flat building
Road transport terminal
Special industry
Stock sales yard
Stock slaughter works
Waste reception, storage,
treatment or disposal
Waste water treatment
plant
Wrecking yard

Public notification

Exclusions
All of the following:
a) < 6m height
b) < 8m2 total advertisement area
c) does not flash/move

Class of development
Industry

Exclusions
Light industry

a) Ancillary to non-residential development
b) Located on the same allotment

Associated with existing public service depot
Located on same allotment and located
behind or above non-residential
development

Associated with existing waste transfer
facility

N/A

All classes of performance assessed development are excluded
from notification except where they involve any of the following:
a) development on a site located adjacent a dwelling within a
neighbourhood zone and which comprises:
- development identified as ‘all other code assessed’ development in
Township Activity Centre Zone Table 3
- construction of a building which does not satisfy DTS 3.2 to 3.4
- the construction of or change of use to a retail fuel outlet,
educational establishment, emergency services facility,
entertainment venue, hospital, hotel, or light industry
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